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[APP][2.2+]	MiXplorer	(full-featured	file	manager)	Hello	everyone!	My	name	is	Hootan.	I	work	on	XDA	in	my	free	time	and	this	file	explorer	is	my	favorite	Android	project!	MiXplorer	mix	of	explorers	(SD,	FTP,	Lan,	Cloud	and	other	storage	explorers)	is	a	fast,	smooth,	beautiful,	reliable	and	full-featured	file	manager	with	a	simple	and	intuitive	user
interface.	This	app	has	no	ads,	is	and	will	always	remain	free.	It	supports	Android	2.2+	(Froyo)	I	hope	you	enjoy	it.	Features	The	best	way	indeed	is	to	explore	yourself.	But	here's	a	brief	list	of	essential	features:	Easily	themable	with	customization	option	which	lets	you	select	any	color	you	like.	Sort,	disable	and	enable	all	menu	options	and	action
buttons.	Unlimited	Tabbed	browsing	and	Dual	panel	in	landscape	mode	and	Drag	and	Drop	between	panels	also	supported.	Easily	create	Tasks	to	multitask	Copy,	Move,	...	operations.	Different	various	View	Modes	and	Sorting	Options	for	each	folder	separately!	Customizable	bookmarks	drawer	with	essential	file	types	already	categorized.	Advanced
search	functions.	Custom	USB	OTG	driver.	FAT32	(R/W),	exFat(R/W),	NTFS	(R).	Html	viewer	which	supports	MHT,	Markdown,	AXml,	CHM,	MAFF	and	....	Export/Import	all	preferences	and	bookmarks	and	customized	skins.	Packing/unpacking	7z	and	Zip/Zip64	(splitted-encrypted),	TAR,	TAR.GZ,	TAR.BZ2,	GZIP,	BZIP2,	XZ,	WIM,	Lizard,	LZ4,	LZ5,
Zstandard.	Unpacking	only:	AR,	ARJ,	CAB,	CHM,	CPIO,	CramFS,	DMG,	EXT,	FAT,	GPT,	HFS,	IHEX,	ISO,	LZH,	LZMA,	MBR,	MSI,	NSIS,	NTFS,	QCOW2,	RAR/RAR5,	RPM,	SquashFS,	UDF,	UEFI,	VDI,	VHD,	VMDK,	XAR	and	Z.	All	your	cloud	storage	needs	accessible	from	one	single	app.	Choose	from	19	providers:	Amazon	CloudDrive,	Mega.co.nz,
Mail.ru,	Dropbox,	Box,	Yandex,	HiDrive,	Baidu,	Mediafire,	IDrive,	Hubic,	4Sync,	4Shared,	Google	Drive,	Meo,	OneDrive,	OneDrive	Business,	pCloud,	SugarSync,	VDisk.	+	clouds	which	support	webdav	like	(Yandex.ru,	OwnCloud,	MyDrive.ch,	DriveHQ,	CloudMe,	CloudSafe,	...).	Modifying	zip	files.	EPub,	MobiPacket	and	PDF	reader.	Root	access	for	all
advanced	operations.	User	and	System	app	management	with	data	backup	ability	for	rooted	devices.	EncFS	volumes	supported	for	all	storages.	File	encryption	and	decryption	using	Aescrypt	file	format.	FTP/HTTP	Server	built	in	+	TCP	server	to	receive	files	from	other	devices	using	MiX	(Send-to	option).	Built-in	Image	Viewer	(it	supports	GIF,	SVG,
TGA,	ICO,...).	Built-in	Media	Player	+	VLC	codecs	add-on.	Powerful	Text	Editor.	SAMBA,	FTP,	SFTP,	WEBDAV	supported	as	well.	And	many	more	awesome	features	for	you	to	explore!	FAQ	MiXplorer	Q&A	and	FAQ	(User	Manual)	LOG	How	to	report	a	bug	If	you're	going	to	report	a	bug,	first	install	the	latest	BETA,	try	to	reproduce	the	error,	then	if	it's
still	happening,	write	a	post	and	explain	the	issue	with	the	log	file	from	the	main	menu	>	Send	log.	Thank	you.	If	you	have	any	ideas,	suggestions	or	you	found	a	bug/mistake,	feel	free	and	let	me	know.	Email:	[email	protected]	Screenshots	Last	edited:	May	15,	2021	Page	2	Oops.	I	was	looking	at	the	wrong	place	what	you	mean	"not	work"?	doesn't
install	or	doesn't	work	or	doesn't	run?	CM9	should	work	as	I	am	using	both	the	MiExplorer	and	CM9	The	apk	cannot	be	simply	installed	in	CM9,	as	I	am	always	told	'Application	not	installed'.	The	apk	can	be	installed	by	my	method	posted	on	the	previous	page.	And	the	MiExplorer	works	excellently.	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	XDA	I	dont	find	'open'	or
'open	with'	for	the	files,	can	we	have	text-editor	or	just	open	with	so	that	we	can	access	the	files	with	respective	applications?	It	is	really	nice	to	see	a	dev	who	listens	to	posts	with	request	and	it	is	so	quick	to	act	upon	them!!	Looks	like	this	gets	a	replacement	for	root-explorer	great	work!	Thanks.	Will	down	load	the	latest.	In	case	of	root	explorer,	if
we	click	on	zip	file	it	automatically	allows	unzip	and	opens	the	file,	can	we	also	that	feature	here.	Sent	from	my	MB526	using	XDA	App	Thanks.	Will	down	load	the	latest.	In	case	of	root	explorer,	if	we	click	on	zip	file	it	automatically	allows	unzip	and	opens	the	file,	can	we	also	that	feature	here.	Sent	from	my	MB526	using	XDA	App	Tested	the	latest,
looks	great.	IM	still	not	able	to	edit	text	files,I	only	have	view	mode,	can	we	embed	text	editor	into	this.otherwise	we	need	quick	office	or	similar	application	to	do	this	job.	It	will	be	easy	if	we	have	'open	with	text	editor'	option.	Sent	from	my	MB526	using	XDA	App	i	think	this	software	now	deserves	to	be	in	the	market/play.	the	updates	a	frequent
(thanks	to	the	dev)	and	manual	update	is	a	teeny	bit	difficult	(i	am	so	lazy)	thanks	for	this	wonderful	file	explorer..	works	awesome	on	my	ics.	has	anyone	posted	it	to	xda	portal?	Edit:	never	mind..	i	reported.	lets	see	if	it	gets	published	on	the	portal	Reactions:	achraf	senyourito	Tested	the	latest,	looks	great.	IM	still	not	able	to	edit	text	files,I	only	have
view	mode,	can	we	embed	text	editor	into	this.otherwise	we	need	quick	office	or	similar	application	to	do	this	job.	It	will	be	easy	if	we	have	'open	with	text	editor'	option.	thanks	for	your	reply.	I	should	think	about	that	Reactions:	Ultramanoid	i	think	this	software	now	deserves	to	be	in	the	market/play.	the	updates	a	frequent	(thanks	to	the	dev)	and
manual	update	is	a	teeny	bit	difficult	(i	am	so	lazy)	thanks	for	this	wonderful	file	explorer..	works	awesome	on	my	ics.	has	anyone	posted	it	to	xda	portal?	Edit:	never	mind..	i	reported.	lets	see	if	it	gets	published	on	the	portal	thank	u	so	much	I	will	find	the	best	way	for	fast	update	as	soon	as	possible	jiyo!!	hey...your	app	is	indeed	very	useful...thanks	a
lot	for	making	life	a	little	easier..	Reactions:	sjing	Yes,	this	is	a	nice	file-manager,	but	one	of	its	main	features,	namely	the	FTP	server,	doesn't	work	yet	for	me.	Am	I	the	only	one	facing	this	problem,	or	do	most	of	you	just	ignore	this	bug?	Reactions:	sjing	Page	3	1.	Unable	to	use	Root	features.	Cannot	add/delete/modify	any	system	file	even	after
mounting	as	R/W	2.	Menu	buttons	don't	look	nice	-	black	on	black	does	not	go	well	Is	there	a	way	to	replace	via	flashing	zip	the	explorer	on	miui	with	this	one.	As	this	has	root	viewer.	But	FTP	didn't	work	on	mine..	Can	someone	make	one	please..	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	xda	premium	Great	work	and	trust	me	you	have	done	something	very	useful
to	a	lot	of	us	thanks	a	lot	dude	and	keep	up	the	great	work...	Sugestions:	1)	change	the	theme	to	make	it	feel	like	a	native	app	on	ICS	(well,	Cm9)	right	now	it	feels	way	to	much	"MIUI",	who	knows,	perhaps	cm	will	add	it	as	a	default	app	(that	would	be	awesome!)	2)	Even	if	its	FOSS	you	can	sell	your	app	on	the	android	market,	just	post	a	link	to	the
repository	where	you	have	the	source	and	thats	it!	good	luck!	please	fix	the	ftp	page	is	not	working	in	galaxy	nexus,	and	for	me	the	most	important	on	this	miui	explorer	is	ftp	because	is	very	useful	and	easy	Good	app	always	wanted	it.....do	u	know	or	if	u	can	even	port	the	miui	search	which	is	way	better	than	Google	search	as	it	can	search	within	the
sdcard	too	thanks	THIS	IS	ON	PORTAL!!!!	HAHAHAHA	Sent	from	my	MB526	using	xda	premium	Edit:	Look	at	the	Traffic!	look	everyone	is	comming	and	trying	the	app!!	Yeah!!	PS:Fell	proud	that	i	voted	for	this	to	be	on	Portal!!	Last	edited:	Mar	12,	2012	Finally	the	dev	has	got	the	popularity	that	he	deserved.	p.s.	:	@OP	do	u	have	a	defy?	if	so,	can	u
develope	something	similar	to	blur	social	network	integration	for	MIUI/CM	roms?	This	is	great,	MIUIs	file	explorer	was	one	of	my	fav	things	when	I	was	on	it,	Im	currently	on	an	ICS	ROM	for	the	Galaxy	S	I9000,	its	working	for	me	however	I	cant	access	the	internal	SD	card	for	root	access,	also	just	tested	the	FTP	server	and	its	not	working,	it	wont
turn	on	as	has	been	mentioned	already	in	this	thread	As	a	suggestion	Id	go	with	what	one	of	the	other	posters	on	here	mentioned,	by	applying	the	ICS	holo	theme	to	make	it	more	AOSP	looking,	since	ICS	is	only	going	to	be	growing	to	more	and	more	devices	Great	work	so	far	Last	edited:	Mar	12,	2012	Yay!	It	works	on	the	Galaxy	Nexus	4.0.3	!	thank
you!!!	Congratulations	for	this	great	mod.	I	only	need	two	things	to	change	to	this	file	browser	instead	of	the	other	two	I	manage,	File	Manager	for	root	access	and	Airdroid	to	transfer	files	from	mobile	to	PC	and	vice	versa;	if	you	fix	the	option	to	exchange	files	via	FTP	and	add	the	option	to	unzip	files	would	be	perfect.	Droid	x	On	a	rooted	droid	x
Themes,docs,zips,apks,	misc	all	say	not	supported	on	the	browse	tab.	Congratulations	for	this	great	mod.	I	only	need	two	things	to	change	to	this	file	browser	instead	of	the	other	two	I	manage,	File	Manager	for	root	access	and	Airdroid	to	transfer	files	from	mobile	to	PC	and	vice	versa;	if	you	fix	the	option	to	exchange	files	via	FTP	and	add	the	option
to	unzip	files	would	be	perfect.	Select	the	file	and	you	will	get	an	option	to	unzip,	at	the	bottom	(scroll	to	the	left)	I	haven't	tried	it	yet.	Sent	from	my	Nexus	S	4G	using	XDA	Works	on	my	SGSII.	Thanks.	On	ICS	there	is	no	menu	button,	not	even	the	implicit	one	in	the	navigation	bar	at	the	bottom.	Oh,	and	FTP	doesn't	work	at	all,	the	button	is	not	even
enabled.	Page	4	Great	work,	and	thank	you	for	sharing!	Sorry	if	I	missed	it,	but	how	about	a	dark	theme?	On	ICS	there	is	no	menu	button,	not	even	the	implicit	one	in	the	navigation	bar	at	the	bottom.	Oh,	and	FTP	doesn't	work	at	all,	the	button	is	not	even	enabled.	The	same	here.	Installs	ok,	but	no	menu.	Can't	access	root.	Probably	it's	from	the
menu?	FTP	does	not	start.	Button	can't	be	pressed.	Hope	it	get's	fixed.	I	like	the	white	theme.	Cheers	to	the	Dev.	On	Sense	ROM	(Evo	3d)	it	shows	not	supported	for"zips,	themes,	docs,	apk,	misc"....other	categories	are	working	fine.	If	you	can	please	fix	these........	Keep	up	the	great	work..	1.	Unable	to	use	Root	features.	Cannot	add/delete/modify	any
system	file	even	after	mounting	as	R/W	2.	Menu	buttons	don't	look	nice	-	black	on	black	does	not	go	well	thanks	for	your	reply.	1.	long	press	on	system	folder	then	mount	as	r/w	2.	yes,	I	know	that,	I'll	change	icons	on	Thursday	Congratulations	for	this	great	mod.	I	only	need	two	things	to	change	to	this	file	browser	instead	of	the	other	two	I	manage,
File	Manager	for	root	access	and	Airdroid	to	transfer	files	from	mobile	to	PC	and	vice	versa;	if	you	fix	the	option	to	exchange	files	via	FTP	and	add	the	option	to	unzip	files	would	be	perfect.	ok,	thanks	for	your	reply.	Reactions:	gibbsnich	its	working	for	me	however	I	cant	access	the	internal	SD	card	for	root	access,	also	just	tested	the	FTP	server	and
its	not	working,	it	wont	turn	on	as	has	been	mentioned	already	in	this	thread	long	press	on	SYSTEM	dir	then	mount	as	R/W,	working	on	FTP	As	a	suggestion	Id	go	with	what	one	of	the	other	posters	on	here	mentioned,	by	applying	the	ICS	holo	theme	to	make	it	more	AOSP	looking,	since	ICS	is	only	going	to	be	growing	to	more	and	more	devices	I'm
very	busy	and	I	will	think	about	that.	Last	edited:	May	7,	2014	Reactions:	gibbsnich	The	theme	could	be	based	on	ICS's	Holo	Light	theme?	Sugestions:	1)	change	the	theme	to	make	it	feel	like	a	native	app	on	ICS	(well,	Cm9)	right	now	it	feels	way	to	much	"MIUI",	who	knows,	perhaps	cm	will	add	it	as	a	default	app	(that	would	be	awesome!)	2)	Even	if
its	FOSS	you	can	sell	your	app	on	the	android	market,	just	post	a	link	to	the	repository	where	you	have	the	source	and	thats	it!	good	luck!	1.	not	now,	but	I	promise	to	create	a	native	theme	2.	not	now,	thinking	about	that	I'm	so	glad	you're	doing	this.	It	really	is	the	best	file	manager.	I'm	trying	it	on	my	ICS	ROM,	works	ok.	Some	speed	issues	with
large	folders	(large	number	of	files,	not	size).	Having	issues	deleting	files	(especially	.zip).	I	can't	even	start	the	ftp	service,	the	button	doesn't	seem	to	work.	Other	than	that	I'm	loving	it.	Thanks	for	the	great	port.	Page	5	I9100	Hi	mate	Installed	on	Samsung	Galaxy	S2	I9100	runnign	Checkrom	RevoHD	6	ROM	and	many	file	types	state	they	are	not
supported	i.e.	themes,	docs,	zips,	APK's,	and	Misc.	Also,	FTP	button	cannot	be	pressed.	And	root	explorer	is	not	working	any	help	is	greatly	appreciated	dev	Please	make	it	work	for	CM7,	nice	app	The	MIUI	file	browser	is	my	favorite	MIUI	app	and	I	missed	it	due	to	being	on	my	Droid	4.	It	works	perfectly	on	stock	Droid	4	GB	2.3.6	menu	and	themes	I
would	also	like	to	see	an	ICS	style	theme.	The	menu	button	(the	capacitive	one	on	the	phone,	right?)	and	FTP	file	sync	button	isn't	working	for	me	either.	This	file	browser	is	fast	and	well	designed	though,	keep	up	the	great	work!	Installed	on	sense	3.5,	android	2.3.5	.File	types	state	they	are	not	supported	i.e.	themes,	docs,	zips,	APK's,	and	Misc.	Also,
FTP	button	cannot	be	pressed.	And	root	explorer	is	not	working	.	congrats...	you	are	at	xda	portal	Excellent,	I	prefer	CM	but	I	like	some	MIUI	apps	and	other	things!	Great	work!	MIUI	file	explorer	was	my	favorite	for	a	while	but	i	had	to	move	to	Xplore	for	it's	advanced	feature.	Now	only	SMB	(LAN	explorer)	and	http	based	file	sharing	protocol	needs
to	be	added	(as	a	plugin	perhaps)	and	I'll	switch	back	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	xda	premium	works	on	Galaxy	Y	GB-2.3.6	Anybody	try	it	as	system	apps	?	I	installed	it	as	normal	apk	,	few	features	are	missing.	Great	work.	Keep	it	up...	Installed	on	sense	3.5,	android	2.3.5	.File	types	state	they	are	not	supported	i.e.	themes,	docs,	zips,	APK's,	and	Misc.
Also,	FTP	button	cannot	be	pressed.	And	root	explorer	is	not	working	.	Goto	sdcard	tab	press	menu	then	settings	and	enable	root	explorer...	to	edit	system	press	and	hold	a	file	and	press	mount	r/w...	Ftp	doesn't	work	yet...	About	the	categories...	idk...	ask	apoonet(He	might	be	fixing	it...	Sent	from	my	MB526	using	xda	premium	nice	interface	Works
nicely	on	DHD	with	RCMix	Runny4.0	ROM	though	few	option	are	not	working	proprly..waiting	for	the	new	build	nice	dude	will	using	it	when	it	got	root	ex	Woop	Tablet	Layout	was	perfect	Thanks	Last	edited:	Mar	13,	2012	Works	great	on	DHD	running	IceColdSandwich.	Thanks	for	the	great	work.	Waiting	for	FTP	to	work.	But	no	rush.	take	your	time
Gnex	running	dv	Miui.	I	can't	access	root	as	there	is	no	menu	soft	key	or	up	arrow	on	sd	card	tab.	I	love	the	Miui	file	explorer	but	I	never	use	it	as	it	has	no	root	access.	I	would	love	to	be	able	to	have	access.	If	possible	please	add	a	soft	menu	key	or	some	way	for	us	gnexers	to	access	root.	Thanks	Sent	from	my	Galaxy	Nexus	using	Tapatalk	installed
and	working	on	xperia	Ray	ICS	beta	ROM,	however	when	I	try	to	edit	build.prop	it	opens	using	html	explorer	and	I	have	no	option	to	edit	it.	System	is	already	mounted	as	rw	Page	6	Please	make	it	to	support	".nomedia"	files.....It	shows	the	sound	and	video	files	from	games	whose	data	is	on	Sdcard.....	Gnex	running	dv	Miui.	I	can't	access	root	as	there
is	no	menu	soft	key	or	up	arrow	on	sd	card	tab.	I	love	the	Miui	file	explorer	but	I	never	use	it	as	it	has	no	root	access.	I	would	love	to	be	able	to	have	access.	If	possible	please	add	a	soft	menu	key	or	some	way	for	us	gnexers	to	access	root.	Thanks	Sent	from	my	Galaxy	Nexus	using	Tapatalk	Hmm	This	is	a	big	issue	then!	Apoonet	look	into	this	one!
idareyoutoclickthis	said:	installed	and	working	on	xperia	Ray	ICS	beta	ROM,	however	when	I	try	to	edit	build.prop	it	opens	using	html	explorer	and	I	have	no	option	to	edit	it.	System	is	already	mounted	as	rw	Yup	i	tried	it	bit	cant	edit	it...	If	i	choose	Custom	Apps	it	takes	me	back	to	where	i	was...	Please	make	it	to	support	".nomedia"	files.....It	shows
the	sound	and	video	files	from	games	whose	data	is	on	Sdcard.....	Apoonet	Try	this	one	too!	Sent	from	my	MB526	using	xda	premium	Thank	you	a	lot	for	this	port.	It	works	well	with	ICS	Remix	ROM	in	GS2.	The	only	issue	is	that	"browse"	tab	icons	are	too	big	for	my	Samsung	Galaxy	3	screen	resolution.	Otherwise,	greate	app,	thanks	a	lot	Gnex
running	dv	Miui.	I	can't	access	root	as	there	is	no	menu	soft	key	or	up	arrow	on	sd	card	tab.	I	love	the	Miui	file	explorer	but	I	never	use	it	as	it	has	no	root	access.	I	would	love	to	be	able	to	have	access.	If	possible	please	add	a	soft	menu	key	or	some	way	for	us	gnexers	to	access	root.	Thanks	Sent	from	my	Galaxy	Nexus	using	Tapatalk	Have	you	even
tried?....	Click	on	SD	card	tab,	then	you	should	be	able	to	access	the	Menu,	click	on	More	then	Settings	and	you	should	have	an	option	for	Root	Explorer	My	zip	file	format	is	shown	as	not	supported	on	browse->zips	option.	When	I	try	to	open	it	by	single	click	,	it	is	opened	properly	by	my	default	archive	viewer.	When	I	try	to	open	the	same	zip	file	by
long	press	open	as	->choose	apps	,	it	shows	perse	error	.why	?	My	phone	is	not	rooted	.	Last	edited:	Mar	13,	2012	I	have	but	when	I	click	sdcard	I	get	no	options?	Maybe	because	I	can't	select	to	allow	root	explorer	since	I	can't	get	into	settings	Have	you	even	tried?....	Click	on	SD	card	tab,	then	you	should	be	able	to	access	the	Menu,	click	on	More



then	Settings	and	you	should	have	an	option	for	Root	Explorer	Sent	from	my	Galaxy	Nexus	using	Tapatalk	Last	edited:	Mar	13,	2012	looking	forward	to	checking	this	one	out!	is	this	able	to	send	APK	out	of	the	android	system	say,	via	gmail	or	bluetooth?	works	on	EVO3D	beautiful	app	+	fast...	Working	fine	on	Galaxy	S	II.	I	just	wish	if	there's	a	way	to
disable	"media	scan"	from	running	whenever	I	rename/delete/move	a	file.	Can	you	please	check	this?	so	I	tried	this	on	a	sense	3.5	rom	and	only	lets	me	see	music,video,pics	and	favorites..	Everything	else	is	not	supported	any	ideas?	Nice	job!	Pretty	useful	and	handy	tool	as	good	as	rootexplorer,	even	better	if	we	consider	the	fancy	design.	Thanks!
great	working	Can	you	port	miui	backup,	too?	This	does	not	work	on	105	DPI?	Xperia	X10	Mini	Pro	with	CM9	by	paul-xxx	very	nice!!!	hope	theres	bluetooth	transfer	without	making	it	as	.zip	ing	future	version,	just	like	root	explorer	app	i	will	try	this.	----------	Post	added	at	05:15	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	05:12	PM	----------	its	working	on	ICS
sense3.6	Page	7	I	see	no	mention	of	the	FTP	server	not	working	anymore	in	the	first	post	-	can	I	assume	it	works?	You	can	send	via	mail	,	but	for	apk	transfer	through	Bluetooth	you	have	to	zip	it	first	.	yup	found	the	gmail	option	prefer	to	just	send	the	file	out	directly	via	bluetooth	(APK)	and	not	(ZIP)	only	a	few	file	explorers	can	do	that,	and	smooth
with	nice	interface	I	don't	get	the	root	to	work.	I	have	a	LG	Optimus	2X.	The	rest	shows	in	the	picture.	Sent	from	my	LG-P990	using	Tapatalk	Working	great	on	Samsung	Galaxy	S	II	4.0.3	Resurrection	Rom.	Thanks	in	a	million.	its	very	nice	app	but	multi	select	for	copy	and	move	to	dont	not	work	for	me(it	does	not	copy	or	move	files)	,	i	tried	on	my
galaxy	s	and	galaxy	player	Dev	is	going	to	bring	an	Updated	version	today	or	tomorrow	Last	edited:	Mar	15,	2012	NO	apk	attached.	Is	this	me	or	no	apk	attached..???	share	it	pelase	latest	one.	Link	for	download?	Sent	from	my	CM9	Rocking	Defy	You	can	download	the	new	version	now.	I'v	read	all	the	posts.	If	your	problem	not	solved	with	the	new
version,	please,	write	a	post	again	and	describe	more	Still	no	luck	on	Gnex.	Not	able	to	access	root	as	there	seems	to	be	no	way	to	access	settings.	Running	vicious	Miui	Sent	from	my	Galaxy	Nexus	using	Tapatalk	Still	no	luck	on	Gnex.	Not	able	to	access	root	as	there	seems	to	be	no	way	to	access	settings.	1.	I	don't	really	get	it.	Does	your	phone	has
the	options	button?	Or	you	press	it	and	nothing	happens?	2.	That's	not	related	to	MIUI	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	Tapatalk	Last	edited:	Mar	15,	2012	Cannot	open	ZIP	before	extracting	on	MIUI	2.3.9	because	that	is	for	the	next	version	please	read	the	first	post	again	Thanks	for	the	wonderful	work	and	File	Explorer	is	one	of	the	reason	for	my
Jumping	on	MIUI,	Now	if	this	starts	working	then	I'll	go	back	to	Cyanogen,	Not	tried	on	CM,	but	what	do	you	say,	will	it	work	on	Cyanogen	completely	as	intended?	Page	8	Gnex	has	no	hardware	keys.	soft	keys	only	as	seen	in	screenshot.	This	is	currently	a	problem	with	a	few	other	Miui	apks,	such	as	their	notes	apk	here	is	a	screenshot	of	Tapatalk.
See	in	the	lower	right	hand	corner	the	Menu	soft	key.	That	is	what	gnexers	need	to	be	able	to	access	settings.	Hopefully	this	makes	more	sense	now.	Thanks	for	the	interest	in	helping	me	1.	I	don't	really	get	it.	Does	your	phone	has	the	options	button?	Or	you	press	it	and	nothing	happens?	2.	That's	not	related	to	MIUI	Sent	from	my	MB525	using
Tapatalk	Sent	from	my	Galaxy	Nexus	using	Tapatalk	Last	edited:	Mar	15,	2012	Thanks	for	the	wonderful	work	and	File	Explorer	is	one	of	the	reason	for	my	Jumping	on	MIUI,	Now	if	this	starts	working	then	I'll	go	back	to	Cyanogen,	Not	tried	on	CM,	but	what	do	you	say,	will	it	work	on	Cyanogen	completely	as	intended?	now	It	works	on	all	roms
completely,	but	some	of	categories	work	slow	and	I	will	solve	the	problem	as	soon	as	possible.	Reactions:	paarkhi	Gnex	has	no	hardware	keys.	soft	keys	only	as	seen	in	screenshot.	This	is	currently	a	problem	with	a	few	other	Miui	apks,	such	as	their	notes	apk	here	is	a	screenshot	of	Tapatalk.	See	in	the	lower	right	hand	corner	the	Menu	soft	key.	That
is	what	gnexers	need	to	be	able	to	access	settings.	Hopefully	this	makes	more	sense	now.	ok,	I	got	it	download	the	new	build	now	and	tell	me	the	result	if	it's	not	fixed,	I	will	upload	a	fixed	build	tomorrow.	No	difference.	Still	archive	,	apk	etc	option	in	browse	tab	are	showing	not	supported	for	sense	Rom	.	New	version	detects	root.	BUGS	MIUI	File
Explorer	v2.3.7.23	*	Root	doesn't	works	it	asks	for	root	permissions	after	allowed	I	try	to	browse	/data	it	is	empty	how	it	can	be	empty,	even	when	I	was	copying	apk	in	/system/app	it	failed	to	copy	*	FTP	doesn't	works	Device	:	Samsung	Galaxy	Y	ROM	:	Stock	rooted	Last	edited:	Mar	15,	2012	Sorry	for	my	previous	post	.	Except	ftp	,	all	options	of
browser	tab	are	working	for	sense	3.5	.	Browse	tab	option	does	not	detect	total	no	,	after	selecting	any	option	for	the	first	time	,	everything	ok	.	Thanks	.	1.	I	don't	really	get	it.	Does	your	phone	has	the	options	button?	Or	you	press	it	and	nothing	happens?	2.	That's	not	related	to	MIUI	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	Tapatalk	The	Options	button(the	3
square	dots)	dont	appear...	so	gnex	cant	open	the	menu...	Maybe	U	can	add	the	options	to	long	press	menu	untill	u	figure	out	how	to	add	that	button...	Sent	from	my	MB526	using	xda	premium	BUGS	MIUI	File	Explorer	v2.3.7.23	*	Root	doesn't	works	*	FTP	doesn't	works	I'm	checking!	edit:	I	got	that,	you	have	to	set	write	permission	to	the	folder,	long
press	on	folder,	you	will	see	permission	menu	item	FTP	works	too,	which	operating	system	are	u	connecting	to?	Last	edited:	Mar	15,	2012	Now	it's	the	perfect	application	for	me.	Thank	you.	I	tried	ftp	transfer	from	pc	to	mobil	and	viceversa,	zip	and	unzip	files,	acquire	root	permissions,	and	all	works	fine.	In	root	directory	you	can	long	press	on	folder
or	press	menu/more/mont	R/W	to	activate	and	deactivate	root	permissions.	I'm	checking!	edit:	I	got	that,	you	have	to	set	write	permission	to	the	folder,	long	press	on	folder,	you	will	see	permission	menu	item	FTP	works	too,	which	operating	system	are	u	connecting	to?	yes	it	works	thanks,	but	it	will	be	good	if	it	shows	files	without	chaning
permissions	as	other	file	managers	do	but	still	can't	figure	out	how	to	use	FTP,	I	am	using	Ubuntu	10.10	Now	it's	the	perfect	application	for	me.	Thank	you.	I	tried	ftp	transfer	from	pc	to	mobil	and	viceversa,	zip	and	unzip	files,	acquire	root	permissions,	and	all	works	fine.	In	root	directory	you	can	long	press	on	folder	or	press	menu/more/mont	R/W	to
activate	and	deactivate	root	permissions.	You've	Made	Me	So	Happy	if	the	last	line	is	the	question:	first	you	should	mount	dir	as	r/w	then	you	can	edit	permissions	as	what	u	want	Everyone	is	my	bro	that	can	get	root	access	on	this	file	explorer!	Sorry	if	you	are	a	female	xda	member.	Ps.	Does	anyone	else	not	have	access	to	data	folder,	or	i	should	say
the	data	folder	doesn't	show	any	files	/folders.	All	else	is	well	root	access,	system	access	etc.	Ty	again.	You'	re	Welcome	My	english	is	not	good	and	I	speak	like	a	5	years	old	cute	girl!	how	do	u	know	I'm	a	man?	Sent	from	my	Galaxy	Nexus	using	Tapatalk	Great	port,	beautiful	app	However,	latest	v2.3.7.23	doesn't	let	me	do	any	operations	in	system
root	files	(root	permissions	are	activated).	Galaxy	Note	w/	Gingerbread	(stock	ROM)	Everyone	is	my	bro	that	can	get	root	access	on	this	file	explorer!	Sorry	if	you	are	a	female	xda	member.	Ps.	Does	anyone	else	not	have	access	to	data	folder,	or	i	should	say	the	data	folder	doesn't	show	any	files	/folders.	All	else	is	well	root	access,	system	access	etc.	Ty
again.	Sent	from	my	Galaxy	Nexus	using	Tapatalk	hold	the	data	folder,	select	permissions	and	mark	everything	and	check	data	folder	again.	Page	9	You've	Made	Me	So	Happy	if	the	last	line	is	the	question:	first	you	should	mount	dir	as	r/w	then	you	can	edit	permissions	as	what	u	want	sorry,	my	english	is	not	so	good	neither	what	I	meant	is	that	there
are	two	ways	to	acquire	root	access	in	system	1)	long	press	on	folder	and	select	mount	r/w	2)	press	menu	button,	select	more	and	select	mount	r/w	Man	I	love	MIUI	File	Explorer-	thanks	so	much	for	this!	I	had	to	theme	it	though	Last	edited:	Mar	15,	2012	ok	I	will	try	but	I	am	using	a	WIFI	modem	to	connect	between	my	PC	and	Phones	will	that	work
with	the	process	?	not	so	sure	but	I	will	try	may	be	the	app	is	working	good	just	some	info	would	be	needed	before	using	It	should	works.	just	create	a	simple	adhoc	wifi	hotspot	in	your	operating	system	and	start	it,	the	app	will	be	activated	automatically	Plz,describe	more...	Sent	from	my	MB526	using	xda	premium	How	do	you	mean?	When	I	browse
the	/data	folder	for	example	so	can't	I	see	any	files.	When	I	try	to	mount	it	as	R/O	so	say	it	failed.	I	think	that	superuser	don't	see	the	root.	I	don't	get	the	alternative	to	allow	it	in	superuser.	Sent	from	my	LG-P990	using	Tapatalk	How	do	you	mean?	When	I	browse	the	/data	folder	for	example	so	can't	I	see	any	files.	When	I	try	to	mount	it	as	R/O	so	say	it
failed.	I	think	that	superuser	don't	see	the	root.	I	don't	get	the	alternative	to	allow	it	in	superuser.	update	superuser	to	the	latest	version,	I	think	it	should	solves	the	problem,	if	not	I	will	help	you	Last	edited:	Mar	15,	2012	Good	work,	works	great	on	my	Defy,	haven't	experienced	any	bug,	everything	works	great	Now	it's	time	for	some	themes	I	can	not
read	and	write	into	the	system	directory.	Superuser	recognized	it,	mounted	already	as	r/w	but	i	can't	even	delete	items.	Running	ics	on	Xperia	ray	Sent	from	my	ST18i	using	Tapatalk	Root	manager	not	working	-	"Your	Phone	is	not	rooted"	I'm	using	an	Original	HTC	Evo	4G,	with	a	custom	ROM	(MikG	3.1).	I've	been	fully	rooted	for	ages..	no	issue	with
any	other	root-required	app	(Titanium	,	SuperUser,	Root	Explorer,	etc..	all	work	flawlessly).	However	when	I	go	into	settings	on	the	MIUI	app	here	(Version	2.3.7.23	Build	20120301503)	I	get	a	message	that	says	"Your	phone	is	Not	rooted".	It	won't	let	me	check	the	box,	nor	use	any	root	functions.	I've	reinstalled	the	SU	binary	just	in	case,	using	the
most	recent	version.	Made	sure	that	it's	set	to	Prompt	or	Allow	(Tried	both)	on	all	new	requests.	Still	the	same	message.	Not	sure	if	it's	a	bug	in	the	newer	version,	or	some	odd	combination	with	the	Evo	4G	ROMs,	as	I've	not	seen	anyone	else	mention	this	message	yet.	I'm	using	an	Original	HTC	Evo	4G,	with	a	custom	ROM	(MikG	3.1).	I've	been	fully
rooted	for	ages..	no	issue	with	any	other	root-required	app	(Titanium	,	SuperUser,	Root	Explorer,	etc..	all	work	flawlessly).	However	when	I	go	into	settings	on	the	MIUI	app	here	(Version	2.3.7.23	Build	20120301503)	I	get	a	message	that	says	"Your	phone	is	Not	rooted".	It	won't	let	me	check	the	box,	nor	use	any	root	functions.	I've	reinstalled	the	SU
binary	just	in	case,	using	the	most	recent	version.	Made	sure	that	it's	set	to	Prompt	or	Allow	(Tried	both)	on	all	new	requests.	Still	the	same	message.	Not	sure	if	it's	a	bug	in	the	newer	version,	or	some	odd	combination	with	the	Evo	4G	ROMs,	as	I've	not	seen	anyone	else	mention	this	message	yet.	Yes,	it's	a	bug,	sorry	for	that,	I'm	fixing	it	now.	I'll
upload	the	new	build	soon.	plz	wait...	Page	10	SEND...suggestion	Hi,	I	am	not	seeing	the	BLUETOOTH	function	in	SEND	command	while	trying	to	send	the	APK	file	from	my	DHD..it	is	only	displaying	Dropbox,Email	and	Gmail.	there	should	be	one	Bluetooth	option	as	well..If	possible	please	include	this	in	the	next	build.	dude	I	like	this	explorer	and	I
will	try	to	add	German	strings,,,,	but	where	is	your	donate	button	??	Im	having	a	conection	problem	with	ftp	server,	I	dont	know	if	that	is	my	router,	my	PC	or	the	application.	Can	anybody	help	me?	Last	edited:	Mar	16,	2012	I	am	not	seeing	the	BLUETOOTH	function	in	SEND	command	while	trying	to	send	the	APK	file	from	my	DHD..it	is	only
displaying	Dropbox,Email	and	Gmail.	because	most	android	phones	do	not	accept	to	send	or	receive	apk	files	via	Bluetooth,	for	security	reasons	maybe	you	can	rename	the	"sample.apk"	file	to	"sample.apk1"	or	"sample.zip",	...	before	sending.	I'm	on	CM7.2	DEFY	phone,	the	app	work	fine	but	not	with	apk's,	it	freeze	in	apk	section,	and	in	first	screen
not	recognize	the	apk	archives,	says	(0).	With	music,	images	and	videos	work	very	well.	If	you	want	i	can	translate	to	spanish....	I	have	translated	ExDialer...	I	m	running	CM72	defy.	At	the	start,	APKs,	ZIPs,	docs	etc	are	also	'0',	when	I	click	on	those,	then	they	are	populated,	may	be	in	the	beginning	itself	if	they	get	populated	its	awesome.	i	have	issue
with	permissions	changing,	it	has	already	got	root	permission	(checked	in	settings).	But	long-press	and	permissions,	Aplply,	it	says	'failed'.	I	have	only	Mount	as	R/O	option,	may	be	because	i	already	acquired	root	permissions.	Even	clicking	Mount	as	R/O,	it	says	'failed'.	I	have	some	text	file	with	extension	.yes	(its	yes	bible	app	sd	card	file),	its	of
4.5MB	size.	when	I	clicked	it	and	said	open	in	Text,	this	'force-close'	the	Mi-Explorer	:-(.	When	pressing	.zip	files,	it	is	little	slow	and	displaying	all	the	extracted	files,	and	no	directory	organization	is	preserved.	It	would	be	good	if	we	preserve	the	directory	organization.	I	m	running	CM72	defy.	At	the	start,	APKs,	ZIPs,	docs	etc	are	also	'0',	when	I	click
on	those,	then	they	are	populated,	may	be	in	the	beginning	itself	if	they	get	populated	its	awesome.	I'm	thinking...	i	have	issue	with	permissions	changing,	it	has	already	got	root	permission	(checked	in	settings).	But	long-press	and	permissions,	Aplply,	it	says	'failed'.	I	have	only	Mount	as	R/O	option,	may	be	because	i	already	acquired	root	permissions.
Even	clicking	Mount	as	R/O,	it	says	'failed'.	first	you	should	mount	Parent	as	r/w	(options	menu)	I	have	some	text	file	with	extension	.yes	(its	yes	bible	app	sd	card	file),	its	of	4.5MB	size.	when	I	clicked	it	and	said	open	in	Text,	this	'force-close'	the	Mi-Explorer	:-(.	that's	a	big	text	file,	you	can	just	read	it,	I'll	fix	it	When	pressing	.zip	files,	it	is	little	slow
and	displaying	all	the	extracted	files,	and	no	directory	organization	is	preserved.	It	would	be	good	if	we	preserve	the	directory	organization.	not	finished.	that's	for	the	next	version.	thank	u	so	much.	Would	it	be	possible	to	implement	swipe	gestures	to	move	between	the	different	tabs	at	the	top?	Sent	from	my	Galaxy	Nexus	using	xda	premium
Reactions:	NITRO_100	Apooonet,	Would	you	mind	walking	me	through	how	you	were	able	to	add	the	menu	option	function	for	the	soft	keys	on	the	galaxy	nexus?	(or	pm'ing	me	the	code	you	added/altered).	I'm	still	fairly	new	to	android	but	I	do	have	the	proper	environment	set	up	to	work	apks.	I	would	like	to	know	the	code	you	added	as	the	miui
notes.apk	has	the	same	problem	as	the	file	explorer.apk	had	before	you	fixed	it.	The	problem	with	the	notes.apk	is	I	can't	sync	my	notes	as	I	can't	get	into	the	settings	(same	problem	I	had	with	accessing	the	settings	in	the	fileexplorer.apk.	Is	some	of	the	change	you	made	in	file-Browse_item.xml?	(I	am	trying	to	compare	your	file	explorer	to	a	stock
miui	explorer	to	try	to	find	the	code)	Your	help	would	be	greatly	appreciated.	~Bix	Hi,	thanks	for	this	effort.	I	would	like	to	try	it	out	but	it	force	closes	on	SGH-i777,	using	modded	UnNamed	1.3.2.	Does	this	app	depend	on	any	system	apks?	I	have	frozen/uninstalled	a	couple.	@apooonet:	Help.	I	have	gone	though	-	all	the	pages	-	in	this	thread	but	still	I
am	unable	to	get	root	to	work	properly!	I	tried	deleting	bootanimation.zip	from	/system/media	but	it	simply	wont	delete.	I	set	R/W	or	the	Internal	storage	as	well	as	/system.	However,	when	I	long	press	/system/media	folder,	R/W	option	is	not	available.	Cannot	edit	anything	in	/system	as	well	eve	with	R/W	permissions.	Apooonet,	Would	you	mind
walking	me	through	how	you	were	able	to	add	the	menu	option	function	for	the	soft	keys	on	the	galaxy	nexus?	(or	pm'ing	me	the	code	you	added/altered).	I'm	still	fairly	new	to	android	but	I	do	have	the	proper	environment	set	up	to	work	apks.	I	would	like	to	know	the	code	you	added	as	the	miui	notes.apk	has	the	same	problem	as	the	file	explorer.apk
had	before	you	fixed	it.	The	problem	with	the	notes.apk	is	I	can't	sync	my	notes	as	I	can't	get	into	the	settings	(same	problem	I	had	with	accessing	the	settings	in	the	fileexplorer.apk.	Is	some	of	the	change	you	made	in	file-Browse_item.xml?	(I	am	trying	to	compare	your	file	explorer	to	a	stock	miui	explorer	to	try	to	find	the	code)	Your	help	would	be
greatly	appreciated.	~Bix	you	should	compare	manifest	file	Removing	android:targetSdkVersion="15"	from	the	manifest	enables	the	options	menu	Reactions:	BixBix78	Hi,	thanks	for	this	effort.	I	would	like	to	try	it	out	but	it	force	closes	on	SGH-i777,	using	modded	UnNamed	1.3.2.	Does	this	app	depend	on	any	system	apks?	I	have	frozen/uninstalled	a
couple.	woooow,	what'	is	your	rom's	name	exactly?	what's	your	android	version?	sorry,	I	can't	guess	anything	now	Page	11	@apooonet:	Help.	I	have	gone	though	-	all	the	pages	-	in	this	thread	but	still	I	am	unable	to	get	root	to	work	properly!	I	tried	deleting	bootanimation.zip	from	/system/media	but	it	simply	wont	delete.	I	set	R/W	or	the	Internal
storage	as	well	as	/system.	However,	when	I	long	press	/system/media	folder,	R/W	option	is	not	available.	Cannot	edit	anything	in	/system	as	well	eve	with	R/W	permissions.	you	have	been	confused,	I	think	Internal	Dir	->	options	menu	->	Mount	as	R/W	System	Dir	->	Long	press	menu	->	Mount	as	R/W	or	go	into	system	dir	->	options	menu	->	Mount
as	R/W	System	Dir	->	Long	press	menu	->	Permissions	->	set	all	and	save	Media	Dir	->	Long	press	menu	->	Permissions	->	set	all	and	save	you	have	full	access	now	don't	tell	me	not	work,	please	Last	edited:	Mar	16,	2012	you	have	been	confused,	I	think	Internal	Dir	->	options	menu	->	Mount	as	R/W	System	Dir	->	Long	press	menu	->	Mount	as	R/W
or	go	into	system	dir	->	options	menu	->	Mount	as	R/W	System	Dir	->	Long	press	menu	->	Permissions	->	set	all	and	save	Media	Dir	->	Long	press	menu	->	Permissions	->	set	all	and	save	you	have	full	access	now	don't	tell	me	not	work,	please	Thank	you.	It	worked	perfectly.	I	just	need	two	more	functions	to	replace	File	Expert	with	this	as	my	file
manager	of	choice.	1.	Send	APKs	via	bluetooth	without	zipping	them	2.	Backup	installed	apps	as	APKs	to	a	pre-defined	folder	Request:	Please	post	it	in	Play	Store	so	that	we	can	update	it	OTA	Thank	you.	It	worked	perfectly.	I	just	need	two	more	functions	to	replace	File	Expert	with	this	as	my	file	manager	of	choice.	1.	Send	APKs	via	bluetooth	without
zipping	them	2.	Backup	installed	apps	as	APKs	to	a	pre-defined	folder	Request:	Please	post	it	in	Play	Store	so	that	we	can	update	it	OTA	I'm	not	agree	with	2.	I	should	think	about	that	now	here	is	spanish	translation...	PC!,	what's	your	operating	system?	You	should	create	'ad	hoc'	wifi	hotspot	and	start	it	there	are	a	lot	of	reasons	to	not	work	disable
antivirus	or	upgrade	the	operating	system	or	...	Im	using	XP	SP3	How	do	I	create	a	'ad	hoc'	wifi	hotspot?	I'll	try	disabling	antivirus	and	try	other	things,	I	will	let	you	know.	Thanks!	I	can't	get	root	access	on	Galnet	Miui	v4,	wiped	cache	and	dalvik	didn't	work.	In	MiuiAndroid	ICS	SGS	II	doesn`t	work	neither.	Sent	from	my	GT-I9100	using	Tapatalk	Last
edited:	Mar	17,	2012	Probably	someone	already	suggested	this,	but:	a	small	widget	for	starting/ending	the	ftp	server	would	be	so	awesome!	Reactions:	HootanParsa	Page	12	Thank	you	for	this.	I	am	able	to	gain	full	root	access	and	read	and	write	to	system	directory	but	i	noticed	that	i	should	set	permission	to	every	folder	to	delete	and	paste	item.	I
wish	it	could	be	done	automatically	once	folder	is	set	to	r/w	like	in	root	explorer	but	I'm	not	complaining.	Sent	from	my	iPod	touch	using	Tapatalk	idareyoutoclickthis	said:	Thank	you	for	this.	I	am	able	to	gain	full	root	access	and	read	and	write	to	system	directory	but	i	noticed	that	i	should	set	permission	to	every	folder	to	delete	and	paste	item.	I	wish
it	could	be	done	automatically	once	folder	is	set	to	r/w	like	in	root	explorer	but	I'm	not	complaining.	yes	it's	a	little	complicated,	but	u	can	feel	like	a	pro,	don't	you	It's	better	for	the	security	edit:	wooow,	It	seems	you	are	a	pro,	I	checked	your	blog	Last	edited:	Mar	17,	2012	Very	good	job	i	like	it,	but	i	have	one	question	how	install	the	lang	pack?	Thank
you.	Good	Work	Mate,	Keep	it	up...!!	yes	it's	a	little	complicated,	but	u	can	feel	like	a	pro,	don't	you	It's	better	for	the	security	edit:	wooow,	It	seems	you	are	a	pro,	I	checked	your	blog	no,	you	are	PRO!	my	blog	is	sappy	and	doesn't	concern	android,	sorry	about	that	LOL!	you	must	win	noble	peace	prize	for	android	app	development	for	making	this
awesome	app	free	and	doesn't	even	ask	for	donations!	seriously!	running	excellent	on	galaxy	ace	but	there	is	a	little	problem..	(on	mdpi	screen?)	Last	edited:	Mar	17,	2012	Force	closes	on	105	DPI.	You	think	you	can	change	that?	Sent	from	Xperia	X10	Mini	Pro	using	CM9	by	paul-xxx	plz,	more	info,	error	or	what?	edit:	update	the	superuser	to	the	last
version	and	tell	me	the	results,	thanks	Now	I´m	on	Wiui	ICS	V4	b5	2.3.16	and	neither	this	Miui	File	Explorer	can´t	get	Root	Access.	Press	Menu	button,	select	settings	and	Select	Root	Explorer,	so,	appears	a	message:	Your	phone	is	not	rooted!	Downloaded	superuser	3.0.7	(41)	from	Market,	updated	Su	binary	to	3.0.3.2	and	it	is	the	same,	I	can´t	get
Root	access.	Now	I´m	on	Wiui	ICS	V4	b5	2.3.16	and	neither	this	Miui	File	Explorer	can´t	get	Root	Access.	Press	Menu	button,	select	settings	and	Select	Root	Explorer,	so,	appears	a	message:	Your	phone	is	not	rooted!	Downloaded	superuser	3.0.7	(41)	from	Market,	updated	Su	binary	to	3.0.3.2	and	it	is	the	same,	I	can´t	get	Root	access.	download	the
last	build	now,	and	tell	me	the	result,	thanks	Page	13	can	you	open	a	terminal	(either	using	adb	shell	or	install	a	terminal	app)	and	type	su	It	may	well	be	your	phone	is	not	really	rooted...	I	am	using	last	version	2.3.7.23,	but	i	tried	also	astro,	es	file	manager,	file	manager	and	with	everyone	is	the	same,	can't	get	root	access.	It's	not	your	app.	please	try
your	chance	again,	go	to	the	first	post	and	download	again,	that's	the	new	build	for	the	version,	If	error	occurs	again,	so	the	phone	is	not	rooted	and	I	can't	help	u	now	ABSOLUTELY	FANTASTIC!	I	CAN'T	EVEN	BEGIN	TO	TELL	YOU	HOW	AWESOME	IT	IS	TO	HAVE	THIS	ON	MY	GNEX!	Anyway,	the	app	crashes	when	I	try	to	delete	some	files	it	can't,
like	the	Evernote	folder	on	my	internal	memory,	whereas	other	file	managers	give	an	error	message.	havent	messed	with	it	too	much	yet,	but	so	far,	so	good	on	my	htc	amaze	Hi	After	installing	quarx0503	I	had	returned	to	a	sbf	moto	uk.	Unfortunately	I	had	a	problem	with	the	camera.	If	I	try	to	scan	a	document,	everything	is	black.	If	I	try	to	take	a
photo,	everything	is	the	same,	but	in	Gallery	I	can	see	the	photo	taked.	Please	can	somebody	help?	Thanks	Hi	After	installing	quarx0503	I	had	returned	to	a	sbf	moto	uk.	Unfortunately	I	had	a	problem	with	the	camera.	If	I	try	to	scan	a	document,	everything	is	black.	If	I	try	to	take	a	photo,	everything	is	the	same,	but	in	Gallery	I	can	see	the	photo
taked.	Please	can	somebody	help?	Thanks	sorry?	quarx?	camera?	scan?	photo?	where	am	I?	who	am	I?	where	is	here?	Hi	After	installing	quarx0503	I	had	returned	to	a	sbf	moto	uk.	Unfortunately	I	had	a	problem	with	the	camera.	If	I	try	to	scan	a	document,	everything	is	black.	If	I	try	to	take	a	photo,	everything	is	the	same,	but	in	Gallery	I	can	see	the
photo	taked.	Please	can	somebody	help?	Thanks	This	has	nothing	do	with	ics	why	are	you	posting	here???	Post	in	the	ics	thread	or	post	in	general	Please	post	in	the	right	section	and	don't	spam	other	people's	threads	btw	apooonet	great	work	It's	me	again.	I	reinstalled	Wiui	ICS	v4b5	2.3.16	on	my	SGS	II	and	Root	is	back.	FTP	in	Mi	File	Explorer
works,	I	can	get	Root	access	in	settings,	zip	and	unzip	files,	just	it's	a	little	slow	working	with	big	files,	for	example	tried	delete	a	folder	with	too	many	files	and	FC	but	if	I	delete	one	by	one	and	it	works.	In	System	I	Mount	R/W	but	I	can´t	delete,	move	or	rename	apps.	I	do	can	change	permissions	for	apps	in	System/App	It's	me	again.	I	reinstalled	Wiui
ICS	v4b5	2.3.16	on	my	SGS	II	and	Root	is	back.	FTP	in	Mi	File	Explorer	works,	I	can	get	Root	access	in	settings,	zip	and	unzip	files,	just	it's	a	little	slow	working	with	big	files,	for	example	tried	delete	a	folder	with	too	many	files	and	FC	but	if	I	delete	one	by	one	and	it	works.	In	System	I	Mount	R/W	but	I	can´t	delete,	move	or	rename	apps.	I	do	can
change	permissions	for	apps	in	System/App	please	read	last	3	or	4	pages	I've	explained	that	more	than	10	times,	If	you	don't	get	your	answer,	I'll	help	u	Hi	After	installing	quarx0503	I	had	returned	to	a	sbf	moto	uk.	Unfortunately	I	had	a	problem	with	the	camera.	If	I	try	to	scan	a	document,	everything	is	black.	If	I	try	to	take	a	photo,	everything	is	the
same,	but	in	Gallery	I	can	see	the	photo	taked.	Please	can	somebody	help?	Thanks	Have	you	installed	2nd	init	after	flashing	the	Moto	SBF?	There	is	a	no	camera	preview	(black	screen)	bug	in	the	2nd	init	if	it	is	used	with	stock	Froyo.	The	way	to	obtain	root	acces	is	strange.	Why	don't	you	do	as	Root	Explorer	do	?	Changing	permissions	("Check	all
boxes")	can	mess	up	the	system	I	think.	I	had	forgotten	to	change	permission	on	a	file	after	pasting	it	somewhere	in	system	dir	and	it	never	worked	until	I	put	good	permissions	on	it.	Page	14	The	way	to	obtain	root	acces	is	strange.	Why	don't	you	do	as	Root	Explorer	do	?	Changing	permissions	("Check	all	boxes")	can	mess	up	the	system	I	think.	I	had
forgotten	to	change	permission	on	a	file	after	pasting	it	somewhere	in	system	dir	and	it	never	worked	until	I	put	good	permissions	on	it.	I	think	it's	not	strange,	the	problem	is	I	don't	know	how	to	explain	that	to	newbies,	it's	almost	like	Root	Explorer,	the	only	thing	is:	If	you	wanna	change	dir	Mount	as	R/W	and	have	write	permission,	the	parent	dir
should	be	mounted	as	R/W.	What's	your	idea	exactly?	how	should	it	be?	what's	the	difference	with	Root	Explorer	exactly?	thanks	FAQ	:	How	to	get	root	access?	++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++	Check	the	"Root	Explorer"	Box	in	the	settings	page	Go	to	internal	directory	and	then:	Internal	Dir	->	options	menu	->	Mount	as
R/W	System	Dir	->	Long	press	menu	->	Mount	as	R/W	or	go	into	system	dir	->	options	menu	->	Mount	as	R/W	No	problem	with	that.	No	other	way	to	have	root	acces	I	think.	System	Dir	->	Long	press	menu	->	Permissions	->	check	all	boxes	and	save	Select	Your	Dir	->	Long	press	menu	->	Permissions	->	check	all	boxes	and	save	No	need	in
RootExplorer	to	change	permissions	to	obtain	root	access.	Just	Mount	R/W	Dir	we	want	to	work	in.	I	don't	understand	why	we	should	change	permission	if	we	use	root	access	(root	user	and	rights).	We	have	to	mount	R/W,	no	problem	with	that.	But	as	the	app	'should	be	executed	as	root'	we	shouldn't	have	to	change	permissions,	root	user	have	all
permissions.	Edit	:	Another	suggestion,	could	you	add	a	way	to	change	owner	and	group	like	in	Root	Explorer	?	Last	edited:	Mar	18,	2012	Has	anybody	here	thought	about	porting	MIUI	browser?	It	would	be	great	to	have	it	working	in	all	roms.	Im	not	a	fan	of	MIUI,	but	there	are	many	great	features.	Last	edited:	Mar	18,	2012	FAQ	:	How	to	get	root
access?	++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++	Check	the	"Root	Explorer"	Box	in	the	settings	page	Go	to	internal	directory	and	then:	Internal	Dir	->	options	menu	->	Mount	as	R/W	System	Dir	->	Long	press	menu	->	Mount	as	R/W	or	go	into	system	dir	->	options	menu	->	Mount	as	R/W	No	problem	with	that.	No	other	way	to
have	root	acces	I	think.	System	Dir	->	Long	press	menu	->	Permissions	->	check	all	boxes	and	save	Select	Your	Dir	->	Long	press	menu	->	Permissions	->	check	all	boxes	and	save	No	need	in	RootExplorer	to	change	permissions	to	obtain	root	access.	Just	Mount	R/W	Dir	we	want	to	work	in.	I	don't	understand	why	we	should	change	permission	if	we
use	root	access	(root	user	and	rights).	We	have	to	mount	R/W,	no	problem	with	that.	But	as	the	app	'should	be	executed	as	root'	we	shouldn't	have	to	change	permissions,	root	user	have	all	permissions.	you're	really	right,	I	got	it	now,	I	don't	know	why	I	did	this,	I	will	change	that	as	soon	as	possible.	Edit	:	Another	suggestion,	could	you	add	a	way	to
change	owner	and	group	like	in	Root	Explorer	?	Ok,	I'll	add	it	thank	you	so	much	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	Tapatalk	Not	completely	the	same	it	seems	(just	see	screenshots).	damn	translated	it	yesterday	also	into	german,	but	saw	right	now	that	somebody	already	did,	doesn't	matter	good	work	dude,	Thx	man!	I	love	it~	This	is	the	Chinese
translation.	Last	edited:	Mar	19,	2012	Here	is	the	Brazilian	Portuguese	translation.	Thanks	for	this	wonderful	app.	Page	15	maybe	someday	but	not	now.	you	didn't	tell	us	your	idea	about	this	app	(mi	file	explorer)	Thank	you	for	considering	the	idea	of	MIUI	Monitor	and	Firewall,	and	I	already	have	expressed	my	views	on	this	app	mentioning	it	the	best
app	but	like	others	I'd	also	request	that	once	you	give	it	the	root	permission	then	it	should	be	applicable	to	all	the	folders	and	sub-folders	and	should	not	be	necessary	to	apply	permissions	again	and	again	to	the	folders	as	it	is	now	which	you	said	that	you	are	working	on	so	waiting	for	your	next	release,	Search	feature	would	be	welcomed.	ლ(╹◡╹)ლ
Last	edited:	Mar	20,	2012	@apooonet,	will	it	be	possible	for	you	to	add	this	script	or	language	(i.e.	hindi)	if	I	provide	the	translation.	This	is	not	a	Roman	script	and	it	is	Indic	Script	(India)	The	sample	of	the	script	is	something	like	this	������	������	�����	���	��������	����	�����������	I'm	afraid	for	the	conjunction	of	the	character,	whether	they
will	be	displayed	properly	on	all	phones	because	doesn't	only	depend	on	the	app	but	mainly	depends	on	the	capacity	of	the	phone.	but	if	you	say	I'm	ready	to	provide	the	translation.	Please	reply	so	that	I	can	know..	Thank	you	@apooonet,	will	it	be	possible	for	you	to	add	this	script	or	language	(i.e.	hindi)	if	I	provide	the	translation.	This	is	not	a	Roman
script	and	it	is	Indic	Script	(India)	The	sample	of	the	script	is	something	like	this	������	������	�����	���	��������	����	�����������	I'm	afraid	for	the	conjunction	of	the	character,	whether	they	will	be	displayed	properly	on	all	phones	because	doesn't	only	depend	on	the	app	but	mainly	depends	on	the	capacity	of	the	phone.	but	if	you	say	I'm	ready
to	provide	the	translation.	Please	reply	so	that	I	can	know..	Thank	you	ok,	you	can	find	the	resource	at	the	end	of	the	first	post	I'm	waiting...	thanks	Thanks!	I	really	like	this	App!	This	is	the	Greek	translation...	Just	tried	this	for	the	first	time	yesterday,	really	nice	work!	Just	have	two	suggestions	/	ideas.	1.)	Any	chance	or	thoughts	on	modding	the	ftp
server	to	allow	root	access	so	when	I	FTP	in	I	can	get	to	the	"real"	root	directory?	If	there	is	a	way	to	set	this	I	didn't	see	it.	2.)	Don't	know	if	there	is	a	way	to	do	this	yet	with	other	file	managers,	just	thought	of	it,	but	how	about	the	ability	to	add	shortcut	to	the	homescreen	that	will	open	this	file	explorer	to	the	referenced	directory?	Again,	great	work
and	thanks!	Otion	for	defualt	start	location	Hi.	Very	nice	yet	simple	app.	Thank	you	for	making	this	possible.	Could	you	please	add	an	option	for	default	start	location.	Maybe	its	already	possible	now,	but	I	cant	figure	it	out.	I	tried	using	favorite	but	nothing	happens.	I	would	like	to	be	able	to	start	in	external_sd	card.	Cheers	Alex	Hi.	Very	nice	yet
simple	app.	Thank	you	for	making	this	possible.	Could	you	please	add	an	option	for	default	start	location.	Maybe	its	already	possible	now,	but	I	cant	figure	it	out.	I	tried	using	favorite	but	nothing	happens.	I	would	like	to	be	able	to	start	in	external_sd	card.	Cheers	Alex	I	will	add	it	as	soon	as	possible,	thanks	Just	tried	this	for	the	first	time	yesterday,
really	nice	work!	Just	have	two	suggestions	/	ideas.	1.)	Any	chance	or	thoughts	on	modding	the	ftp	server	to	allow	root	access	so	when	I	FTP	in	I	can	get	to	the	"real"	root	directory?	If	there	is	a	way	to	set	this	I	didn't	see	it.	2.)	Don't	know	if	there	is	a	way	to	do	this	yet	with	other	file	managers,	just	thought	of	it,	but	how	about	the	ability	to	add
shortcut	to	the	homescreen	that	will	open	this	file	explorer	to	the	referenced	directory?	Again,	great	work	and	thanks!	very	nice	ideas,	I'm	thinking	about	them	Reactions:	RubenRybnik	Hello,	I	have	one	request.	When	I	click	on	´mp3´	I	get	180	mp3s	that	should	not	be	there,	they	are	tiny	(10kb	or	less)	and	come	with	some	games.	I	would	like	the
possibility	to	set	a	threshold	(ignore	mp3	files	smaller	than	100kb)	Keep	up	the	good	work!!!	Hello,	I	have	one	request.	When	I	click	on	´mp3´	I	get	180	mp3s	that	should	not	be	there,	they	are	tiny	(10kb	or	less)	and	come	with	some	games.	I	would	like	the	possibility	to	set	a	threshold	(ignore	mp3	files	smaller	than	100kb)	Keep	up	the	good	work!!!	I'v
added	a	new	menu	option	for	the	folders	("hide	from	scanner	and	"show	to	scanner")	to	the	new	version.	I'll	upload	it	tomorrow.	but	it	doesn't	work	on	MIUI	ROMS	(no	way	for	now,	you	should	ask	miui	team	to	support	.nomedia	file	to	hide	media	files	from	media	scanners)	Reactions:	KristianKenneth	Page	16	But	what	about	an	option	to	´hide	files
smaller	than	XX	kbytes?´	It	would	make	sense	for:	videos:	if	I	video	is	too	small	it	is	likely	to	simply	be	an	animation	from	a	game	pictures:	if	I	picture	is	too	small	it	is	likely	to	simply	be	an	icon	from	some	app	music:	if	an	.mp3	is	too	small	it	is	unlikely	to	be	a	song	but	rather	some	sound	effect	I'v	added	a	new	menu	option	for	the	folders	("hide	from
scanner	and	"show	to	scanner")	to	the	new	version.	I'll	upload	it	tomorrow.	but	it	doesn't	work	on	MIUI	ROMS	(no	way	for	now,	you	should	ask	miui	team	to	support	.nomedia	file	to	hide	media	files	from	media	scanners)	But	what	about	an	option	to	´hide	files	smaller	than	XX	kbytes?´	It	would	make	sense	for:	videos:	if	I	video	is	too	small	it	is	likely	to
simply	be	an	animation	from	a	game	pictures:	if	I	picture	is	too	small	it	is	likely	to	simply	be	an	icon	from	some	app	music:	if	an	.mp3	is	too	small	it	is	unlikely	to	be	a	song	but	rather	some	sound	effect	Ok,	for	Tuesday	Edit:	my	brain	is	shutting	down	and	you	are	an	active	user	and	I	wanna	add	the	option	now.	so	tell	me	what	default	should	be	for	XX
kbytes?	Last	edited:	Mar	23,	2012	it	seems	the	latest	ver	(.24)	does	not	have	a	proper	version	info,	and	thus	cannot	be	recognise	by	titanium	backup	as	a	new	version..	also	how	do	i	change	the	display	language?	tia..	But	what	about	an	option	to	´hide	files	smaller	than	XX	kbytes?´	It	would	make	sense	for:	videos:	if	I	video	is	too	small	it	is	likely	to
simply	be	an	animation	from	a	game	pictures:	if	I	picture	is	too	small	it	is	likely	to	simply	be	an	icon	from	some	app	music:	if	an	.mp3	is	too	small	it	is	unlikely	to	be	a	song	but	rather	some	sound	effect	casacristo?,	my	brain's	battery	is	draining	so	fast	and	you	didn't	answer	my	question.	Hi	apooonet,	here	is	fr-stings	file	with	updates.	Thanks	Hi
apooonet,	I	would	give	you	5/5	as	an	app	developer.	I	have	been	following	this	thread	right	from	the	starting.	Thanks	man.	Since	this	app	is	fully	complete	now	do	u	have	any	other	App	idead.	I	would	be	waiting	for	your	next	app.	Can	we	do	something	so	that	you	can	publish	your	apps	on	market.	You	are	just	amazing.	P.S.:	do	u	have	a	defy?	Hi
apooonet,	I	would	give	you	5/5	as	an	app	developer.	I	have	been	following	this	thread	right	from	the	starting.	Thanks	man.	Since	this	app	is	fully	complete	now	do	u	have	any	other	App	idead.	I	would	be	waiting	for	your	next	app.	Can	we	do	something	so	that	you	can	publish	your	apps	on	market.	You	are	just	amazing.	P.S.:	do	u	have	a	defy?	thank	you
my	friend,	you	made	me	so	happy	and	full	of	energy,	so	I'm	coming	back	now,	please	wait	some	hours	for	the	new	version	yes,	defy,	she's	my	girl.	Reactions:	brajesh.sharma87	nice	using	last	version	works	good,mdpi	ftp	ui	its	ok!	Love	the	app.	Love	the	option	create	shourtcut,btw	no	way	to	create	a	shortcut	for	apk	folder?	(the	one	on	browse	section)
Really	this	is	a	fantastic	app	!	I	have	one	request	,	it	would	be	great	to	be	able	to	either	list	all	directorys	that	are	hidden	from	the	mediascanner	or	/	and	mark	a	folder	that	is	hidden	from	the	mediascanner	during	browsing	the	file	tree.	Thank	you	very	much	Hey	apooonet,	thanks	a	lot	for	your	hard	effort	into	the	app.	It's	the	best	file	explorer	I've	ever
used.	There	are	two	suggestions	from	my	side:	1)	Ability	to	automatically	check	for	updates.	This	would	be	very	handy	so	that	no	one	misses	any	update	2)	Transfer	APK	files	over	bluetooth.	Oh	I	so	wish	it	could	do	that.	I've	only	used	few	explorers	that	are	capable	of	doing	this	-	File	expert,	FX	(and	Samsung's	own	file	manager).	But	I	don't	use	them
as	they	don't	use	Android's	bluetooth	transfer	wizard.	Would	this	be	possible	to	achieve?	I	would	love	to	hear	from	you,	even	if	you	reply	after	some	time	as	I	know	you	must	be	taking	some	rest	right	now.	Cheers	from	India!	But	what	about	an	option	to	´hide	files	smaller	than	XX	kbytes?´	It	would	make	sense	for:	videos:	if	I	video	is	too	small	it	is	likely
to	simply	be	an	animation	from	a	game	pictures:	if	I	picture	is	too	small	it	is	likely	to	simply	be	an	icon	from	some	app	music:	if	an	.mp3	is	too	small	it	is	unlikely	to	be	a	song	but	rather	some	sound	effect	that	was	a	very	nice	idea	I	made	that.	Enjoy	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	Tapatalk	Really	this	is	a	fantastic	app	!	I	have	one	request	,	it	would	be	great
to	be	able	to	either	list	all	directorys	that	are	hidden	from	the	mediascanner	or	/	and	mark	a	folder	that	is	hidden	from	the	mediascanner	during	browsing	the	file	tree.	Thank	you	very	much	yes,	for	the	next	version	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	Tapatalk	Hey	apooonet,	thanks	a	lot	for	your	hard	effort	into	the	app.	It's	the	best	file	explorer	I've	ever	used.
There	are	two	suggestions	from	my	side:	1)	Ability	to	automatically	check	for	updates.	This	would	be	very	handy	so	that	no	one	misses	any	update	2)	Transfer	APK	files	over	bluetooth.	Oh	I	so	wish	it	could	do	that.	I've	only	used	few	explorers	that	are	capable	of	doing	this	-	File	expert,	FX	(and	Samsung's	own	file	manager).	But	I	don't	use	them	as	they
don't	use	Android's	bluetooth	transfer	wizard.	Would	this	be	possible	to	achieve?	I	would	love	to	hear	from	you,	even	if	you	reply	after	some	time	as	I	know	you	must	be	taking	some	rest	right	now.	Cheers	from	India!	1)	ok	2)	maybe	the	next	version	3)	thank	you	so	much	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	Tapatalk	video	not	detected	in	cm	7.2	Last	edited:
Mar	24,	2012	It's	really	getting	better	and	better	.	Thanks	again	Here	is	the	updated	strings-zh-rCN.	Please	@apooonet,	if	you	can	upload	values	folder	with	all	languages,	not	only	strigns.zip.	thanks	PS:	i	translate	from	home	and	from	work...	if	you	upload	the	folder	i	always	have	the	spanish	archive.	Page	17	Please	@apooonet,	if	you	can	upload
values	folder	with	all	languages,	not	only	strigns.zip.	thanks	PS:	i	translate	from	home	and	from	work...	if	you	upload	the	folder	i	always	have	the	spanish	archive.	please	wait.	I'm	creating	a	translation	site	and	I'll	send	the	link	to	you	as	soon	as	possible.	Thanks	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	Tapatalk	installed	it	on	my	SGS2,	and	it	works	flawlessly	even
in	root	mode.	then	I	installed	it	on	my	Transformer	and	it	worked	fine	until	I	tried	to	enable	"Root	Explorer"	mode.	The	Tab	froze	and	the	app	crashed,	I	chose	"wait"	for	it	recover	and	it	unticked	the	box	by	itself	again	telling	my	that	my	Tab	is	not	rooted.	It	is	rooted	and	every	app	that	requires	root	works	fine,	except	MIUI	Explorer.	Root	mode	works
fine	on	my	S2,	but	it	won't	enable	on	my	TF101.	Any	ideas?	I	think	he	should	specify	what	kind	phone	he	is	using.	Im	using	CM7	7.2	on	Moto	Bravo	and	it	is	working.	Thanks,	but	the	problem	is	listing	some	video	formats	in	category	list	Not	playing	them	Can	you	see	your	mpg	files	in	videos	category?	I	don't	think	so	mediascanner	in	old	Android	SDKs
doesn't	support	most	of	formats	if	your	ROM	can,	please	tell	me	ROM	info,	thank	u	for	the	post	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	Tapatalk	I	think	he	should	specify	what	kind	phone	he	is	using.	Im	using	CM7	7.2	on	Moto	Bravo	and	it	is	working.	I	think	it	is	not	the	matter	of	ROM	but	the	Video	format	as	the	dev	said	in	his	next	post	because	now	I'm	on	MIUI
2.3.23	and	still	my	videos	are	not	shown.	Thanks,	but	the	problem	is	listing	some	video	formats	in	category	list	Not	playing	them	Can	you	see	your	mpg	files	in	videos	category?	I	don't	think	so	mediascanner	in	old	Android	SDKs	doesn't	support	most	of	formats	if	your	ROM	can,	please	tell	me	ROM	info,	thank	u	for	the	post	Sent	from	my	MB525	using
Tapatalk	I	think	it	is	not	the	matter	of	ROM	but	the	Video	format	as	the	dev	said	in	his	next	post	because	now	I'm	on	MIUI	2.3.23	and	still	my	videos	are	not	shown.	yes	my	friend,	it	is	the	matter	of	ROM,	so	miui	is	like	cm7	on	that,	you	can	use	"custom	category".	add	a	MPG	extension	or	any	other	format	you	like	or	you	can	ask	your	ROM	dev	to
extend	the	media	scanner	and	related	content	provider	to	support	all	formats,	maybe	I	extend	them	someday	you	can	also	use	ROMs	with	android	sdk	3	and	up	Reactions:	paarkhi	installed	it	on	my	SGS2,	and	it	works	flawlessly	even	in	root	mode.	then	I	installed	it	on	my	Transformer	and	it	worked	fine	until	I	tried	to	enable	"Root	Explorer"	mode.	The
Tab	froze	and	the	app	crashed,	I	chose	"wait"	for	it	recover	and	it	unticked	the	box	by	itself	again	telling	my	that	my	Tab	is	not	rooted.	It	is	rooted	and	every	app	that	requires	root	works	fine,	except	MIUI	Explorer.	Root	mode	works	fine	on	my	S2,	but	it	won't	enable	on	my	TF101.	Any	ideas?	sorry,	I	didn't	see	your	post.	Please	try	again	and	don't
press	"wait",	will	your	ROM	show	what	the	error	is?	If	yes,	tell	me	that	and	if	not,	I'll	solve	the	problem	for	the	next	version.	Thanks	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	Tapatalk	sorry,	I	didn't	see	your	post.	Please	try	again	and	don't	press	"wait",	will	your	ROM	show	what	the	error	is?	If	yes,	tell	me	that	and	if	not,	I'll	solve	the	problem	for	the	next	version.
Thanks	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	Tapatalk	Will	try	and	I	will	also	try	to	catch	a	logcat	if	it	says	anything	useful.	EDIT:	so	here	is	the	logcat,	I	really	hope	it	helps.	SU	is	installed	and	working	btw.	03-25	11:11:50.580	E/su	(23712):	select	failed	with	2:	No	such	file	or	directory	03-25	11:11:50.580	W/su	(23712):	request	rejected	(10101->0
/system/bin/sh)	And	the	rest:	pastebin.com/KTcynB8i	(	sorry	tapatalk	wont	let	me	add	the	txt	as	an	attachment	)	Gesendet	von	meinem	Transformer	TF101	mit	Tapatalk	Last	edited:	Mar	25,	2012	muti	select	for	moving	and	copying	has	not	worked	for	me	sice	the	first	version	on	my	stock	(rooted)galaxy	sl	and	galaxy	player	Will	try	and	I	will	also	try	to
catch	a	logcat	if	it	says	anything	useful.	EDIT:	so	here	is	the	logcat,	I	really	hope	it	helps.	SU	is	installed	and	working	btw.	03-25	11:11:50.580	E/su	(23712):	select	failed	with	2:	No	such	file	or	directory	03-25	11:11:50.580	W/su	(23712):	request	rejected	(10101->0	/system/bin/sh)	And	the	rest:	pastebin.com/KTcynB8i	(	sorry	tapatalk	wont	let	me	add
the	txt	as	an	attachment	)	Gesendet	von	meinem	Transformer	TF101	mit	Tapatalk	I	think	you	should	update	SU	binary	to	the	latest	version	download	link:	@apooonet,	updated	the	missing	translation	strings	on	the	translation	site,	can't	we	download	a	copy	of	it	for	our	reference,	I	didn't	find	an	option	for	it.	XX	in	my	humble	opinion	should	be
150kbytes	for	music	anv	video	(mp3s	and	avi)	and	12kbytes	for	pictures	In	the	settings	section	best	thing	would	be	to	have	an	option	´Hide	small	multimedia	files´	that	would	enable	these	filters	Many	thanks!!!	Ok,	for	Tuesday	Edit:	my	brain	is	shutting	down	and	you	are	an	active	user	and	I	wanna	add	the	option	now.	so	tell	me	what	default	should	be
for	XX	kbytes?	Hey	apooonet,	here	I	am	again	with	the	same	request	Can	u	try	porting	blur	social	network	thing	and	other	blur	widgets	for	other	custom	ROM	like	CM7/CM9/MIUI.	I	do	not	have	knowledge	about	porting	but	if	sony	erricson	launcher,	timescape	and	widgets	can	be	ported	for	other	ROMs,	so	MOTOBLUR	thing	can	also	be	possible	to
port.	Just	give	it	a	try	in	ur	spare	time	dude.	you	are	a	pro	developer	Adding	in	Blur	framework	is	harder	than	porting	apps.	Needs	edits	to	framework-res.apk,	system	permissions,	importing	all	Blur	framework	res	files,	Blur	libraries,	Blur	apps.....Really	a	difficult	task.	Not	Impossible,	but	Damn	Difficult.	Reactions:	HootanParsa	and	brajesh.sharma87
Sorry	if	I'm	being	stupid	but	this	is	the	first	time	I	am	using	an	FTP	client.	Can	I	upload	onto	my	phone	using	the	FTP??	If	I	can	how	do	I	do	it??	I	can	successfully	download	a	file	from	my	phone	by	clicking	on	it...	I	am	using	Chrome	on	my	Windows	7	PC	Thanks	Sorry	if	I'm	being	stupid	but	this	is	the	first	time	I	am	using	an	FTP	client.	Can	I	upload
onto	my	phone	using	the	FTP??	If	I	can	how	do	I	do	it??	I	can	successfully	download	a	file	from	my	phone	by	clicking	on	it...	I	am	using	Chrome	on	my	Windows	7	PC	Thanks	use	ftp	client	like	filezilla	Reactions:	Talon26	Page	18	Thanks	for	all	your	work	and	rapid	improvements!!!!	Being	able	to	open	.txt	files	and	even	edit	them	is	great.	If	you	could
implement	the	ability	to	create	an	empty	text	file	(for	example	by	long	pressing	on	an	empty	space	while	inside	the	Docs	tab)	then	it	would	be	perfect!	And	enjoy	your	well	deserved	rest!!	----------	Post	added	at	01:05	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	12:57	PM	----------	with	filezilla	you	can	create	bookmarks	in	the	site	manager	(botton	near	top-left)	that
specify	the	local	and	remote	directories,	so	then	it	is	extremely	easy	to	transfer	files	with	just	2	clicks...	Thanks	worked	like	a	charm.	But	seems	like	a	bit	of	a	complex	interface	if	all	I	want	to	do	is	download	and	upload.	XX	in	my	humble	opinion	should	be	150kbytes	for	music	anv	video	(mp3s	and	avi)	and	12kbytes	for	pictures	In	the	settings	section
best	thing	would	be	to	have	an	option	´Hide	small	multimedia	files´	that	would	enable	these	filters	Many	thanks!!!	I	knew	that,	but	I	was	really	tired,	I'll	work	on	that	after	'auto	update'	Hey	apooonet,	here	I	am	again	with	the	same	request	Can	u	try	porting	blur	social	network	thing	and	other	blur	widgets	for	other	custom	ROM	like	CM7/CM9/MIUI.	I
do	not	have	knowledge	about	porting	but	if	sony	erricson	launcher,	timescape	and	widgets	can	be	ported	for	other	ROMs,	so	MOTOBLUR	thing	can	also	be	possible	to	port.	Just	give	it	a	try	in	ur	spare	time	dude.	you	are	a	pro	developer	I	don't	have	any	idea	now,	If	it's	difficult	as	the	other	dev	said,	we	can	create	better	than	that	maybe	for	the	next
app	Reactions:	brajesh.sharma87	Sorry	if	I'm	being	stupid	but	this	is	the	first	time	I	am	using	an	FTP	client.	Can	I	upload	onto	my	phone	using	the	FTP??	If	I	can	how	do	I	do	it??	I	can	successfully	download	a	file	from	my	phone	by	clicking	on	it...	I	am	using	Chrome	on	my	Windows	7	PC	Thanks	confused:	you	can	use	windows	explorer,	just	add	the
FTP	address	in	addressbar,	then	start	to	transfer	your	files	Reactions:	casacristo	and	Talon26	Being	able	to	open	.txt	files	and	even	edit	them	is	great.	If	you	could	implement	the	ability	to	create	an	empty	text	file	(for	example	by	long	pressing	on	an	empty	space	while	inside	the	Docs	tab)	then	it	would	be	perfect!	this	feature	is	added.	click	options
menu	then	click	create	(+)	menu	item	and	create	a	file	with	any	extension	you	want	Reactions:	casacristo	Security	Please	support	sftp	with	the	use	of	the	dropbear	binary....	having	your	phone	fully	open	and	on	an	FTP	server	is	a	security	nono.	Dropbear	provides	encryption	and	password	protection...	as	it	is,	if	I	were	on	the	same	network	with	your
phone	in	FTP	mode,	all	your	passwords	and	data	are	mine.	Ssh	and	sftp	are	very	important	for	security.	FTP	should	be	optional.	SFTP	should	be	default.	It	means	you	can	leave	it	on	all	the	time	without	fear	of	hackers	because	of	public	key	encryption...	using	it	is	as	simple	as	setting	up	parameters	and	letting	it	run	until	you	tell	it	to	stop.	By	default
dropbear	provides	ssh	access.	You	can	enhance	this	with	the	use	of	another	file	called	openssh	for	sftp	access	and	scp	is	also	possible.	Just	found	the	above	on	the	old	file	expert	thread,	posts	51	and	69	respectively	HERE	Sounds	important,	not	sure	if	you	have	implemented	this,	if	not	PLEASE	look	into	it	Thanks	Hello.	Thank	you	for	this	port.	I	don't
know	yet	if	anybody	has	shown	you	what	it	looks	like	on	an	ldpi	device.	I'm	going	to	post	screenshots	later	to	help.	It	works	flawlessly	on	my	phone,	just	looks	weird	because	it's	ldpi.	Just	found	the	above	on	the	old	file	expert	thread,	posts	51	and	69	respectively	HERE	Sounds	important,	not	sure	if	you	have	implemented	this,	if	not	PLEASE	look	into	it
Thanks	This	feature	turns	your	phone	into	FTP	server	via	private	wifi	Hotspot	and	you're	talking	about	FTP	client	I	guess	But	that's	a	good	idea	to	add	FTP	and	SFTP	client	features	Thanks	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	Tapatalk	Last	edited:	Mar	28,	2012	Hello.	Thank	you	for	this	port.	I	don't	know	yet	if	anybody	has	shown	you	what	it	looks	like	on	an
ldpi	device.	I'm	going	to	post	screenshots	later	to	help.	It	works	flawlessly	on	my	phone,	just	looks	weird	because	it's	ldpi.	please	send	your	screenshots	Thanks	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	Tapatalk	Here.	As	you	can	see	FTP	is	not	useable	because	the	whole	text	can't	be	seen.	Reactions:	HootanParsa	Thank	you!	Sent	from	my	GT-S5360	using	xda
premium	How	about	adding	support	as	a	UPNP	client	(so	it	can	browse	upnp	shares	on	the	LAN	and	play	them	provided	you	have	something	like	MX	Video	player	installed...	Page	19	Maybe	faster	starting	times,	multi	language	support	and	Swyping	gestures	like	in	v4.	Sent	from	my	GT-I9000	using	Tapatalk	2	Beta-4	Reactions:	HootanParsa	Where	is
the	translation	site?	thanks	could	it	browse	apk	file	without	extracting	it	?	like	'Root	Explorer'	hope	you	can	add	this	function	I	love	this	File	manager	and	I	want	use	only	it,	but	I	have	one	problem.	When	I	create	a	desktop	shortcut	and	after	that	I	try	to	click	on	the	icon	on	the	desktop,	nothing	happens.	Do	you	have	any	sugegstion??	I	have	a	Rom
stock	2.3.4	and	Htc	evo	3d.	I	love	this	File	manager	and	I	want	use	only	it,	but	I	have	one	problem.	When	I	create	a	desktop	shortcut	and	after	that	I	try	to	click	on	the	icon	on	the	desktop,	nothing	happens.	Do	you	have	any	sugegstion??	I	have	a	Rom	stock	2.3.4	and	Htc	evo	3d.	Tell	me	what's	the	shortcut	directory	address	and	related	file	format
Thanks	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	Tapatalk	Hi,	first	i	want	to	thank	you	for	this	great	file	manager.	I	was	using	Astro	but	gosh	this	one	is	so	good	and	it	almost	replaces	root	explorer.	I	wanted	to	report	(searched	for	landscape	but	couldn't	find	any	reports)	that	when	i'm	browsing	a	any	folder	and	turn	the	phone	to	landscape	because	i	want	to	read
the	hole	name	of	the	file	i'm	suddenly	redirected	to	the	"Home	folder"	(Internal/mnt/sdcard)	Thanks	again	for	this	awesome	app!	Hi,	first	i	want	to	thank	you	for	this	great	file	manager.	I	was	using	Astro	but	gosh	this	one	is	so	good	and	it	almost	replaces	root	explorer.	I	wanted	to	report	(searched	for	landscape	but	couldn't	find	any	reports)	that	when
i'm	browsing	a	any	folder	and	turn	the	phone	to	landscape	because	i	want	to	read	the	hole	name	of	the	file	i'm	suddenly	redirected	to	the	"Home	folder"	(Internal/mnt/sdcard)	Thanks	again	for	this	awesome	app!	yup	i	can	confirm	that	switching	the	orientation	resets	the	current	folder	to	the	top	level	of	the	sd	card..	i	hope	this	is	a	bug	to	be	fixed	(and
not	an	intended	feature..	)	Reactions:	HootanParsa	Page	20	Hi,	first	i	want	to	thank	you	for	this	great	file	manager.	I	was	using	Astro	but	gosh	this	one	is	so	good	and	it	almost	replaces	root	explorer.	I	wanted	to	report	(searched	for	landscape	but	couldn't	find	any	reports)	that	when	i'm	browsing	a	any	folder	and	turn	the	phone	to	landscape	because	i
want	to	read	the	hole	name	of	the	file	i'm	suddenly	redirected	to	the	"Home	folder"	(Internal/mnt/sdcard)	Thanks	again	for	this	awesome	app!	yes	you	right	Really	thanks	I	fix	it	now	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	Tapatalk	New	screenshots	are	added	(v2.3.7.26),	the	app	is	ready	to	upload,	but	we	need	a	Host	with	big	bandwidth	and	small	space	(for	auto
update	option),	do	you	know	a	free	Host?,	any	idea?	Shortly	(in	1	o	2	days)	I	can	provide	free	hosting	with	unlimited	bandwidth	for	make	the	MIUI	File	Explorer	house.	Att.	Jolufa	Saludos	Removed!!!	Edit:	I	just	wanna	know	your	ideas	and	your	experiences	for	a	good	host	It	seems	to	be	a	good	host,	but	my	signup	not	approved	yet	(maybe	never).
thanks	My	friend,	i	want	to	help	offering	for	free	my	paid	hosting	with	a	lot	of	bandwidth	for	the	proyect,	at	least	one	year.	:-O	My	domain	has	been	registered	today	and	it	will	start	working	in	24-48	hours.	That	is	the	reason	for	the	delay.	Salu2	Last	edited:	Mar	31,	2012	It's	force	closes	on	ICS,	105	DPI.	Try	making	no	restrictions	to	DPI,	and	let	me
try	it.	Sent	from	Xperia	X10	Mini	Pro	using	ICS	by	paul-xxx	My	friend,	i	want	to	help	offering	for	free	my	paid	hosting	with	a	lot	of	bandwidth	for	the	proyect,	at	least	one	year.	:-O	My	domain	has	been	registered	today	and	it	will	start	working	in	24-48	hours.	That	is	the	reason	for	the	delay.	Salu2	I	really	appreciate	that,	but	I'v	got	many	private
messages	for	hosting	and	I	have	to	choose	one	Its	really	hard	for	me	to	upload	the	APP	to	all	of	them,	but	you	can	upload	it	to	your	host,	please	don't	forget	to	add	this	xda	link	to	your	page	please	send	me	full	host	specifications,	maybe	I	choose	it	for	future	Thank	u	so	much	I	was	trying	to	copy,	move	and	unzip	files	but	they	don't	even	work	Droid	1
ICS	Alpha	Sent	from	my	Droid	using	Tapatalk	This	has	quickly	become	my	favorite	file	browser...	I	love	miui	looks	and	the	functionality	is	great.	Im	very	very	happy	to	see	the	auto	update	feature.	the	only	complaint	is	that	this	is	nit	showing	up	as	a	file	explorer	for	default	application	windows.	Aka	i	open	a	download	and	it	asks	which	file	explorer	i
want	to	use	and	this	one	isnt	an	option	Sent	from	my	SGH-I777	using	XDA	From	sdcard	to	system	folder	Sent	from	my	Droid	using	Tapatalk	2	Beta-4	From	sdcard	to	system	folder	Sent	from	my	Droid	using	Tapatalk	2	Beta-4	I	was	just	about	to	post	about	this.	Tried	mounting	as	r/w	but	there	isn't	an	option	inside	the	folder.	o-o	Edit/	Mounted	as	r/w
and	tried	again	but	it	didn't	paste	still.	Sent	from	my	GT-S5360	using	xda	premium	Last	edited:	Apr	1,	2012	I	was	just	about	to	post	about	this.	Tried	mounting	as	r/w	but	there	isn't	an	option	inside	the	folder.	o-o	Edit/	Mounted	as	r/w	and	tried	again	but	it	didn't	paste	still.	Sent	from	my	GT-S5360	using	xda	premium	please	read	FAQs	part	in	the	first
post	you	have	to	set	write	permission	to	folder	If	you	couldn't,	I'll	help	you	Last	edited:	Apr	1,	2012	unzipping	problem	solved,	new	version	will	be	published	after	some	hours	Oops.	Sorry.	Didn't	see	that.	Works	fine	now.	Thanks.	Can't	wait	for	the	release.	Sent	from	my	GT-S5360	using	xda	premium	Great	work	so	far!	To	extend	the	features,	here	are
my	requests:	1.	Two	pane	explorer	in	landscape	mode	(like	e.g.	AntTek	Explorer)	2.	Setting	a	fixed	IP	when	sharing	via	wifi	Edit:	Sorry	when	these	points	are	already	requested.	Didn't	red	the	whole	post	Great	work	so	far!	To	extend	the	features,	here	are	my	requests:	1.	Two	pane	explorer	in	landscape	mode	(like	e.g.	AntTek	Explorer)	2.	Setting	a
fixed	IP	when	sharing	via	wifi	Edit:	Sorry	when	these	points	are	already	requested.	Didn't	red	the	whole	post	thank	you	so	much	1.	why	we	need	that?	please	explain	more...	2.	nice	idea,	I'll	work	on	that	Thanks	for	the	hard	work..	Best	file	manager...update	from	app	its	a	really	nice	feature	if	you	wont	put	it	on	play	store	Reactions:	HootanParsa	Page
21	Do	you	know	Norton	Commander?	Two	pane	views	for	e.g.	makes	it	easier	to	copy	or	move	files,	or	to	compare	something.	Try	that	out.	You'll	love	it	Even	the	unofficial	Android	app	total	commander	has	two	panes.	It	might	be	useful	in	moving	or	copying	files,	one	pane	access	system	folder	and	other	access	sd	card.	Other	than	that	i	don't	find
specific	advantage	over	having	two	panes,	may	be	a	'nice	to	have'	feature.	Sent	from	my	MB526	using	XDA	App	Great	job!	I	am	impatiently	waiting	for	the	new	release!!	Request	as	you	addressed	most	of	the	requests	so	far:	Holo	theme!	Great	job	pal	Now	I	am	trying	it	on	my	defy.	Some	bugs	I	have	found	are	listed	below:	1.Some	thumbnails	of	videos
or	photos	are	incorrect,	only	particular	thumbnails	can	be	shown	correctly	and	the	rest	either	failed	to	show	or	giving	a	wrong	thumbnail.	2.Whenever	a	file	is	deleted,	it	won't	disappear	immediately.	Instead,	the	last	edit	date	will	be	changed	to	1970/1/1	12:00am.	Luckily	it	will	disappear	after	reentering	the	appear.	Anyway,	I	am	looking	forward	to
the	next	update.	Keep	going.	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	XDA	Great	job	pal	Now	I	am	trying	it	on	my	defy.	Some	bugs	I	have	found	are	listed	below:	1.Some	thumbnails	of	videos	or	photos	are	incorrect,	only	particular	thumbnails	can	be	shown	correctly	and	the	rest	either	failed	to	show	or	giving	a	wrong	thumbnail.	2.Whenever	a	file	is	deleted,	it
won't	disappear	immediately.	Instead,	the	last	edit	date	will	be	changed	to	1970/1/1	12:00am.	Luckily	it	will	disappear	after	reentering	the	appear.	Anyway,	I	am	looking	forward	to	the	next	update.	Keep	going.	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	XDA	1.	I	check	it	now	2.	It	depends	on	your	ROM	media	scanner	when	to	refresh	Thanks	Sent	from	my	MB525
using	Tapatalk	on	2.3.7.26	version	now..	for	the	new	"minimum	file	size"	setting,	could	u	add	an	option	to	reset	all	to	0	bytes	(as	this	was	the	previous	behaviour	which	i	liked,	and	setting	them	one	by	one	is	very	tedious)?	thx..	Great	job	pal	Now	I	am	trying	it	on	my	defy.	Some	bugs	I	have	found	are	listed	below:	1.Some	thumbnails	of	videos	or	photos
are	incorrect,	only	particular	thumbnails	can	be	shown	correctly	and	the	rest	either	failed	to	show	or	giving	a	wrong	thumbnail.	2.Whenever	a	file	is	deleted,	it	won't	disappear	immediately.	Instead,	the	last	edit	date	will	be	changed	to	1970/1/1	12:00am.	Luckily	it	will	disappear	after	reentering	the	appear.	Anyway,	I	am	looking	forward	to	the	next
update.	Keep	going.	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	XDA	which	one	of	Videos/	Photos	is	incorrect?	can	u	attach	screenshot	please?	thanks	Great	job	pal	Now	I	am	trying	it	on	my	defy.	Some	bugs	I	have	found	are	listed	below:	1.Some	thumbnails	of	videos	or	photos	are	incorrect,	only	particular	thumbnails	can	be	shown	correctly	and	the	rest	either	failed
to	show	or	giving	a	wrong	thumbnail.	2.Whenever	a	file	is	deleted,	it	won't	disappear	immediately.	Instead,	the	last	edit	date	will	be	changed	to	1970/1/1	12:00am.	Luckily	it	will	disappear	after	reentering	the	appear.	Anyway,	I	am	looking	forward	to	the	next	update.	Keep	going.	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	XDA	For	me	works	really	great,	maybe	is
problem	of	your	rom.	Try	to	do	a	wipe	cache	partition	and	dalvik	Enviado	desde	mi	MB525	usando	Tapatalk	at	last	multiselect	for	moving	and	copying	is	working	for	me	two	bugs	i	found	1)when	i	select	files	and	then	select	send	nothing	happens	and	the	files	are	simply	unselected	2)when	i	multiselect	some	files	in	potrait	mode	and	then	switch	to
landscape	then	all	the	files	i	selected	are	unselected,	then	same	dosent	happen	from	landscape	to	potrait	at	last	multiselect	for	moving	and	copying	is	working	for	me	two	bugs	i	found	1)when	i	select	files	and	then	select	send	nothing	happens	and	the	files	are	simply	unselected	2)when	i	multiselect	some	files	in	potrait	mode	and	then	switch	to
landscape	then	all	the	files	i	selected	are	unselected,	then	same	dosent	happen	from	landscape	to	potrait	I	don't	really	have	an	idea	for	multi	select	moving	and	copying,	because	I	didn't	change	anything	for	that	1)	yes,	you're	right,	I	was	working	on	send	via	Bluetooth	and	forgot	to	check	it	2)	not	happens	to	me,	Maybe	its	because	of	refreshing	media
scanner,	What's	the	directory	and	your	phone	info?	Please	test	it	again	and	tell	me	the	results	Edit:	new	version	uploaded.	enjoy!	Last	edited:	Apr	2,	2012	Reactions:	akashsgpgi	It	doesn't	show	the	contents	of	/data	folder	by	default	even	though	I've	enabled	Root	Explorer	and	I	still	need	to	modify	permissions	Page	22	@apooonet	1st	of	all	I	would	like
to	thank	you	for	your	dedication	and	for	the	hard	work!	Browsing	the	internal	memory	was	the	key	feature	that	was	missing	in	MIUI	explorer.	If	I	may,	I	have	one	suggestion	regarding	the	file	permissions.	Could	you	also	add	the	user/owner	and	the	group	(you	can	have	a	look	at	Yaffs	Explorer	made	by	our	dev	Epsylon3)?	@apooonet	1st	of	all	I	would
like	to	thank	you	for	your	dedication	and	for	the	hard	work!	Browsing	the	internal	memory	was	the	key	feature	that	was	missing	in	MIUI	explorer.	If	I	may,	I	have	one	suggestion	regarding	the	file	permissions.	Could	you	also	add	the	user/owner	and	the	group	(you	can	have	a	look	at	Yaffs	Explorer	made	by	our	dev	Epsylon3)?	yes,	maybe	tomorrow
Reactions:	nepotu	Excellent!	Am	on	Nook	Tablet	I	prefer	CM7	to	IMUI	because	of	the	soft	buttons,	but	after	I	tried	File	Exploerr	I	coudl	not	do	without	it.	Now	I	got	it	within	CM7!	Now	I	ll	try	find	some	access	manager...	It's	really	awesome.	Great	job	apooonet.	Thanks	The	images	and	tabs	seem	not	to	be	translated.	Also,	I	used	\u0026	in	the	translate
page	in	stead	of	'.	But	it	doesn't	seem	to	give	the	wanted	effect.	What	do	I	need	to	inserts	on	the	translation	page?	Thanks.	Could	it	be	able	to	go	to	get	a	menu	with	the	menu	button	from	the	browse	page	with	setting	and	hide	tabs.	Swyping	tabs	would	be	cool.	Already	the	best	free	file	browser.	Using	it	as	default	and	liked	your	posts.	Edit:	It	gets
translated	with	the	option	in	settings.	It	was	default	in	English.	But	the	text	below	in	the	browse	tab	stays	in	Dutch.	Seems	that	every	Unicode	symbol	stayed	as	a	string	also	0020.	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	XDA	Last	edited:	Apr	5,	2012	The	images	and	tabs	seem	not	to	be	translated.	Also,	I	used	\u0026	in	the	translate	page	in	stead	of	'.	But	it
doesn't	seem	to	give	the	wanted	effect.	What	do	I	need	to	inserts	on	the	translation	page?	Thanks.	Could	it	be	able	to	go	to	get	a	menu	with	the	menu	button	from	the	browse	page	with	setting	and	hide	tabs.	Swyping	tabs	would	be	cool.	Already	the	best	free	file	browser.	Using	it	as	default	and	liked	your	posts.	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	XDA	1)	I'll
check	it	2)	I'm	working	on	that	Thanks	Reactions:	labsin	Please	check	the	edit.	Thanks	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	XDA	You	could	create	a	website	with	ads	so	we	can	also	thank	you	there	ir	you	know	what	i	mean.	os.?	Xcellent	Work	keep	ir	coming	When	i	put	"log"	word	on	Custom	folder	i	don't	get	a	single	file,	is	that	a	problem	with	log	files	or
something	about	the	app?	It	works	with	common	extensions	but	not	for	.log	EDIT:	What	happened	to	the	search	feature?	Are	you	planning	on	adding	that	in	later	releases?	Last	edited:	Apr	5,	2012	When	i	put	"log"	word	on	Custom	folder	i	don't	get	a	single	file,	is	that	a	problem	with	log	files	or	something	about	the	app?	It	works	with	common
extensions	but	not	for	.log	EDIT:	What	happened	to	the	search	feature?	Are	you	planning	on	adding	that	in	later	releases?	What's	your	rom?	Edit:	yes	Edit:	maybe	you	should	remount	your	SD	card	and	you	will	see	changes	very	funny,	I	fix	it	now...	Edit:	solved	Last	edited:	Apr	5,	2012	the	"data"	folder	looks	like	a	file...	how	resolve	this???	and	I	hide
tabs	and	swiping	not	found...	the	"data"	folder	looks	like	a	file...	how	resolve	this???	and	I	hide	tabs	and	swiping	not	found...	which	data	folder?	hide/show	tabs	in	"SD	card"	page	option,	and	will	be	mixed	by	"swyping	mode"	later	there	is	no	swyping,	you	didn't	read	the	first	post	exactly	see	te	pictures.../data	folder	dont	exist	is	a	file	with	name
"data".....	in	other	explorer	exist	the	folder(root	explorer)	Last	edited:	Apr	5,	2012	What's	your	rom?	Edit:	yes	Edit:	maybe	you	should	remount	your	SD	card	and	you	will	see	changes	very	funny,	I	fix	it	now...	Edit:	solved	I'm	running	ICSSGS	RC	4.2	with	Icy	Glitch	kernel	on	my	captovate.	The	solve	edit	was	for	the	.log	files?	And	for	the	search	option
was	the	"yes"	I'm	planning	on	adding	that	on	a	later	release?	Sent	from	my	SGH-I897	using	XDA	Page	23	Thanks	a	ton,	great	updates,	a	request	is	for	1)	app	backup	with	multiselect	and	select	all	(same	like	as	ES	File	explorer)	with	original	names	and	not	com.xxx.xxx.	2)	Sharing	through	mail	and	bluetooth	Thanks	once	again	Last	edited:	Apr	6,	2012
Thanks	a	ton,	great	updates,	a	request	is	for	1)	app	backup	with	multiselect	and	select	all	(same	like	as	ES	File	explorer)	with	original	names	and	not	com.xxx.xxx.	2)	Sharing	through	mail	and	bluetooth	Thanks	once	again	Thanks	for	the	ideas,	I	should	think	about	them	Last	edited:	Apr	6,	2012	Awesome..	As	i	can	see	ftp	working...is	it	possible	to
transfer	files	from	to	phone	or	vice	versa	with	wifi..there	many	apps	like	that	in	market..but	still	i	hope	this	suggestion	gets	turned	into	a	feature	of	this	amazing	file	explorer	Awesome..	As	i	can	see	ftp	working...is	it	possible	to	transfer	files	from	to	phone	or	vice	versa	with	wifi..there	many	apps	like	that	in	market..but	still	i	hope	this	suggestion	gets
turned	into	a	feature	of	this	amazing	file	explorer	Absolutely,	I	need	that	too	good	work	one	bug	is	that	my	music	which	is	mp4	is	taken	as	videos..	Hi,	Please	help	me	with	this	little	problem,	Well,	How	can	I	get	acces	to	my	external	sd	throught	this	app?	I	am	using	CM9	nighty	for	Samsung	Galaxy	S	?	Everythig	is	working	fine	but	only	one	thing	is	bad,
I	can't	get	acces	to	my	extSD	and	I	don't	want	to	install	any	other	file	manager	app	,	thank	for	help	Hi,	Please	help	me	with	this	little	problem,	Well,	How	can	I	get	acces	to	my	external	sd	throught	this	app?	I	am	using	CM9	nighty	for	Samsung	Galaxy	S	?	Everythig	is	working	fine	but	only	one	thing	is	bad,	I	can't	get	acces	to	my	extSD	and	I	don't	want
to	install	any	other	file	manager	app	,	thank	for	help	I	didn't	know	that,	so	I	have	to	write	the	special	code	for	samsung	devices.	crazy	samsung!	thanks	for	the	post	Edit:	It	seems	that	lots	of	phones	have	this	issue!	I'm	a	little	confused,	how	it	should	be	now?	Edit:	which	file	manager	support	this?	Edit:	could	u	tell	me	that	is	there	this	dir	in	explorer?	:
Internal/sdcard/external_sd	or	Internal/sdcard/sdcard_ext	Last	edited:	Apr	6,	2012	Apoonet	custom	roms	do	not	use	either	of	those	folders.	Things	are	mounted	in	sd	and	emmc...	I	believe	only	stock	att	(for	me	at	least)	uses	a	nested	folder...	Most	app.	For	a	quick	fix.	Symbolically	link	the	emmc	folder	to	sdcard/external_sd	Edit:	dont	need	to	make	the
sys	link...	Just	keep	going	up	until	you	are	in	internal,	then	select	emmc...	This	works	for	me	until	apooonet	changes	it	Also	can	you	make	it	so	the	.apk	in	the	system	folder	are	not	included	in	the	list	of	apk's	when	you	press	the	quick	link	Sent	from	my	SGH-I777	using	XDA	Last	edited:	Apr	7,	2012	Wat	abt	my	suggestion??	Sent	from	my	GT-S5830
using	Tapatalk	2	Beta-5	Just	tried,	great	file	manager!	Reactions:	HootanParsa	Thank	you	for	this	app.	May	I	request	some	cosmetic	changes?	Can	the	app's	background	support	the	theme	color	and	overlays	like	MIUI's	file	manager?	I	am	using	a	dark	MIUI	theme	and	it	hurts	to	see	the	bright	white	background	of	the	file	manager	pane.	Also	a	short
name	like	File	Manager	instead	of	Mi	File	Manager	would	be	welcome.	I	would	definitely	cook	this	into	all	my	ports	if	this	is	done	and	replace	the	stock	file	manager	-->	Last	edited:	Apr	7,	2012	Reactions:	Talon26	Mi	file	sounds	good	to	me	it's	not	a	bug	mp4	is	a	multimedia	container	format	and	used	to	store	digital	audio	and	video	streams,	I	have	to
choose	one	video	is	a	winner	thanks	for	the	post	you	are	right,	mp4	is	not	a	standard	music	container(m4a	is)	isn't	there	a	way	to	read	the	tags	of	the	mp4s,	(just	a	suggestion)	will	probably	take	too	long	to	read	all	files	though	anyway	good	work..	you	are	right,	mp4	is	not	a	standard	music	container(m4a	is)	isn't	there	a	way	to	read	the	tags	of	the
mp4s,	(just	a	suggestion)	will	probably	take	too	long	to	read	all	files	though	anyway	good	work..	You	can	add	mp4	extension	to	custom	category	Cheers	Edit:	no,	you	can't	if	your	ROM	is	MIUI	Last	edited:	Apr	7,	2012	Reactions:	gandhar	Page	24	Can	the	app's	background	support	the	theme	color	and	overlays	like	MIUI's	file	manager?	I	am	using	a
dark	MIUI	theme	and	it	hurts	to	see	the	bright	white	background	of	the	file	manager	pane.	Also	a	short	name	like	File	Manager	instead	of	Mi	File	Manager	would	be	welcome.	I	would	definitely	cook	this	into	all	my	ports	if	this	is	done	and	replace	the	stock	file	manager	I'll	work	on	theme	as	soon	as	possible	you're	right,	I'll	change	the	name.	thanks
for	the	post	Last	edited:	Apr	7,	2012	Reactions:	Free	Radical	Just	happened	to	stumble	upon	this	thread.	Will	give	it	a	shot!	Sent	from	my	Desire	HD	Why	isn't	this	on	Play	Store?	I'm	unable	to	browse	the	contents	of	my	external	sd	card.	I'm	running	CM9	which	mounts	the	external	as	/mnt/emmc.	I	saw	someone	mention	just	keep	going	up	in	the
directorys	until	you	get	to	root,	but	it	won't	let	me	out	of	/mnt/sdcard.	So	there	is	no	way	for	me	to	get	to	the	external.	Maybe	you	could	add	in	the	option	to	let	people	specify	the	mnt	locations	in	case	different	ROM	put	them	in	different	places,	or	for	the	über	geeks	out	there	who	prefer	to	specify	their	own	mnt's	in	the	system	settings.	I	also	agree
that	anything	that	is	installed	in	system	should	by	default	not	be	included	in	file	listings.	Make	that	an	option	or	something	like	that.	I'm	unable	to	browse	the	contents	of	my	external	sd	card.	I'm	running	CM9	which	mounts	the	external	as	/mnt/emmc.	I	saw	someone	mention	just	keep	going	up	in	the	directorys	until	you	get	to	root,	but	it	won't	let	me
out	of	/mnt/sdcard.	So	there	is	no	way	for	me	to	get	to	the	external.	Maybe	you	could	add	in	the	option	to	let	people	specify	the	mnt	locations	in	case	different	ROM	put	them	in	different	places,	or	for	the	über	geeks	out	there	who	prefer	to	specify	their	own	mnt's	in	the	system	settings.	I	also	agree	that	anything	that	is	installed	in	system	should	by
default	not	be	included	in	file	listings.	Make	that	an	option	or	something	like	that.	You	have	to	enable	'root	explorer'	option	in	setting	to	be	able	to	browse	to	the	root.	Maybe	a	bit	more	info	would	be	nice.	(device/ROM...)	Reactions:	HootanParsa	You	have	to	enable	'root	explorer'	option	in	setting	to	be	able	to	browse	to	the	root.	Maybe	a	bit	more	info
would	be	nice.	(device/ROM...)	I	thought	there	had	to	be	some	kind	of	setting	for	the	app,	but	I	couldn't	get	a	menu	to	come	up.	I	was	hitting	the	menu	button,	and	I'd	get	haptic	feedback	to	indicate	I'd	hit	the	button,	but	no	menu,	tried	multiple	times	in	the	15	minutes	or	so	I	was	messing	with	it.	I	closed	the	app	and	went	back	to	watching	TV,	then
when	I	saw	this	reply,	I	opened	up	the	app	again	and	hit	menu,	now	I	get	a	menu	with	more	settings.	Now	I	can	turn	on	the	root	explorer	option.	----------	Post	added	at	08:22	PM	----------	Previous	post	was	at	08:11	PM	----------	Epic	4G	Touch	running	CM9.	Now	that	I	know	how	to	browse	to	the	external	sd	card	by	turning	on	root	explorer,	any	way	to	get
it	to	index	the	info	on	the	external	card,	and	show	stats	for	both	internal	and	external	on	the	main	screen(i.e.	Internal	11gb/7gb	free	--	External	32gb/28gb	free),	it	only	shows	specs	for	the	internal	storage	right	now.	Last	edited:	Apr	8,	2012	I'm	going	to	try	(again)	your	app.	I've	used	it	for	a	short	time	before,	but	I	thought	it	was	just	a	good-looking
app	that	wasn't	going	to	nowhere,	but	since	you	continue	working	on	it,	I'll	give	it	another	shot	Keep	up	with	the	good	work!	I	haven't	saw	anyone	saying,	so	I'll	just	ask	(because	I'm	too	lazy	to	send	the	apk	to	my	phone):	there	is	the	black	theme?	Reactions:	HootanParsa	No	black	theme	yet	but	I	think	Dev	is	gonna	work	on	it.	Sent	from	my	GT-S5360
using	xda	premium	Just	wanted	to	remind	you	about	obscure	feature	#53	that	only	I	will	use	and	will	take	you	30	hours	to	implement.	Jokes	aside	though,	great	job,	I	appreciate	your	work.	Reactions:	HootanParsa	Epic	4G	Touch	running	CM9.	Now	that	I	know	how	to	browse	to	the	external	sd	card	by	turning	on	root	explorer,	any	way	to	get	it	to	index
the	info	on	the	external	card,	and	show	stats	for	both	internal	and	external	on	the	main	screen(i.e.	Internal	11gb/7gb	free	--	External	32gb/28gb	free),	it	only	shows	specs	for	the	internal	storage	right	now.	That	depends	on	your	rom	and	phone	spec	and	the	app	is	just	getting	info	Maybe	I	solve	the	problem	later	Thanks	for	the	post	Just	an	ideea	I	don't
know	i	someone	already	mentioned	it,	but	it	would	be	great	if	the	pregram	could	browse	lan	shares,	like	ES	File	Explorer.	Been	using	RootExplorer	for	ever	but	i	guess	im	switching	to	this	now	;-)	Suggestions...	Be	able	to	configure	a	startup	folder	and	a	setting	to	activate	showing	thumbnail.	And	two	small	problems...	1)	I	can't	find	the	mentioned
FAQ.	2)	How	do	you	access	the	feature	to	set	Permisson	on	a	file?	Last	edited:	Apr	8,	2012	Been	using	RootExplorer	for	ever	but	i	guess	im	switching	to	this	now	;-)	Suggestions...	Be	able	to	configure	a	startup	folder	and	a	setting	to	activate	showing	thumbnail.	And	two	small	problems...	1)	I	can't	find	the	mentioned	FAQ.	2)	How	do	you	access	the
feature	to	set	Permisson	on	a	file?	OO,	You	found	a	bug!!	You	should	mount	root	directory	as	rw,	will	be	fixed	for	the	next	version	You	can	create	shortcut	for	startup	folder	OK	for	thumbnail	option	Thanks	Last	edited:	Apr	8,	2012	Reactions:	jkolner	Perhaps	a	new	icon...	Page	25	theme	black	anb	new	archive	txt	Any	chance	you	could	update	the	base
apk	to	the	latest	miui	file	explorer?	It	has	swipe	left/right	through	tabs.	Ps	Great	work	on	this	project!	Sent	from	my	Galaxy	Nexus	using	Tapatalk	2	Beta-5	First	I	want	to	congratulate	you	on	this	initiative,	but	the	translation	to	Brazilian	Portuguese	is	not	correct,	so	I	am	providing	the	correct	translation	and	I	hope	you	can	put	it	in	the	next	versions.
Thanks	Dude.	Last	edited:	Apr	9,	2012	Reactions:	HootanParsa	I	love	it,	I	wanted	this	a	long	time..	the	only	request	I	have	would	be	adding	some	settings	to	it.	I	have	a	nook	color,	and	apparently	the	way	it	scans	my	nook,	it	only	scans	the	external	SD	card..	maybe	it	is	a	limitation	the	way	that	CyanogenMod	labeled	its	SD	cards,	but	on	my	phone	it
seems	to	scan	both	internal	and	external,	at	least	I	think..	Anyways,	android	is	all	about	customization,	and	I	understand	you	probably	just	recompiled	it	from	the	miui	rom..	but	it	would	be	awesome	to	be	able	to	change	what	it	scans	or	some	ofbthe	other	features	other	file	managers	have.	either	way,	awesome	that	you	are	providing	it..	I've	already
been	sharing	it	to	other	people	that	are	just	as	happy	to	know	it	is	available.	P.s.	I	would	gladly	pay	a	few	dollars	for	a	donate	version	thru	google	play	to	be	able	to	have	it	auto	update,	and	I'll	bet	many	others	are	too..	Reactions:	HootanParsa	hahaha,	nice	answer!	The	fully	translated	sentence	would	be	"Long	life	for	all	countries",	if	that	matters!	I	will
be	waiting	for	the	updates!	Also,	and	I	think	that	this	involves	some	work,	can	the	app	icon	name	(on	launchers)	be	translated?	Like,	I'm	using	pt-BR	as	my	language,	so	instead	of	using	the	default	app	name,	it	would	load	a	translated	string,	like	on	stock	apps?	I	love	it,	I	wanted	this	a	long	time..	the	only	request	I	have	would	be	adding	some	settings



to	it.	I	have	a	nook	color,	and	apparently	the	way	it	scans	my	nook,	it	only	scans	the	external	SD	card..	maybe	it	is	a	limitation	the	way	that	CyanogenMod	labeled	its	SD	cards,	but	on	my	phone	it	seems	to	scan	both	internal	and	external,	at	least	I	think..	Anyways,	android	is	all	about	customization,	and	I	understand	you	probably	just	recompiled	it
from	the	miui	rom..	but	it	would	be	awesome	to	be	able	to	change	what	it	scans	or	some	ofbthe	other	features	other	file	managers	have.	either	way,	awesome	that	you	are	providing	it..	I've	already	been	sharing	it	to	other	people	that	are	just	as	happy	to	know	it	is	available.	P.s.	I	would	gladly	pay	a	few	dollars	for	a	donate	version	thru	google	play	to	be
able	to	have	it	auto	update,	and	I'll	bet	many	others	are	too..	this	app	is	just	getting	data	from	ROM	content	provider,	that's	why	it's	so	fast	but	the	other	apps	have	a	custom	content	provider	and	media	scanner,	I	can	do	this	too	but	it	makes	the	ROM	laggy,	(one	ROM	with	more	that	one	media	scanner	makes	you	cry)	hahaha,	nice	answer!	The	fully
translated	sentence	would	be	"Long	life	for	all	countries",	if	that	matters!	I	will	be	waiting	for	the	updates!	Also,	and	I	think	that	this	involves	some	work,	can	the	app	icon	name	(on	launchers)	be	translated?	Like,	I'm	using	pt-BR	as	my	language,	so	instead	of	using	the	default	app	name,	it	would	load	a	translated	string,	like	on	stock	apps?	yes	Is	it
supposed	to	be	like	this,	that	the	menu	only	opens	when	I	am	at	the	SD	tab?	How	about	puting	an	icon	on	the	very	right	side	next	to	the	tabs?	Or	for	now	just	enable	it	over	all	tabs	when	pressing	the	menu	button	Edit:	ah	wait,	got	an	idea:	how	about	swiping	the	tab	bar	to	left	or	right	and	then	either	directly	open	the	settings	or	scroll	to	a	new	icon	for
the	settings.	but	that	should	"swipe-back"	automatically	when	entering	the	settings.	how	about	that?	Last	edited:	Apr	9,	2012	How	about	puting	an	icon	on	the	very	right	side	next	to	the	tabs?	Or	for	now	just	enable	it	over	all	tabs	when	pressing	the	menu	button	Edit:	ah	wait,	got	an	idea:	how	about	swiping	the	tab	bar	to	left	or	right	and	then	either
directly	open	the	settings	or	scroll	to	a	new	icon	for	the	settings.	but	that	should	"swipe-back"	automatically	when	entering	the	settings.	how	about	that?	very	nice,	and	the	best	but	1)	I	thought	about	that	before,	so	when	you	hide	the	tab,	you	never	access	setting	button	again	2)	swiping	tab:	like	the	last	idea	you	should	forget	about	tab,	or	maybe
another	idea!	I	did	not	say	anything	about	hiding	the	button.^^	I	was	talking	about	moving	out	of	sight	and	then	back	Sent	from	my	GT-P6201	using	xda	premium	I	did	not	say	anything	about	hiding	the	button.^^	I	was	talking	about	moving	out	of	sight	and	then	back	Sent	from	my	GT-P6201	using	xda	premium	no,	I	said	there	is	"hide	tab	option"	in
settings,	and	if	you	hide	the	tab	and	back,	then	there	is	no	tab	and	settings	button	thats	the	nice	idea,	maybe	I	should	remove	hiding	tab	option	in	settings	page	and	create	fullscreen	button	in	bottom	of	the	pages	then	we	can	have	a	nice	tiny	settings	button	in	right	of	the	tabs	Edit:	I	think	I'm	going	crazy!!.	"hide	tab	option"	is	in	the	settings	page	in
version	2.3.7.29	and	I'm	the	only	one	who	has	it	Last	edited:	Apr	9,	2012	Yeah	that	sounds	good	for	me,	I	never	used	the	hiding	tab	option	and	if	you	had	not	mentioned	it	now,	i'd	have	forgotten	it	No	but	seriously,	the	idea	is	great.	Please	add	it	Sent	from	my	HTC	Vision	using	xda	premium	Reactions:	HootanParsa	Yeah	that	sounds	good	for	me,	I
never	used	the	hiding	tab	option	and	if	you	had	not	mentioned	it	now,	i'd	have	forgotten	it	No	but	seriously,	the	idea	is	great.	Please	add	it	Sent	from	my	HTC	Vision	using	xda	premium	so	I'm	the	first	one	who's	hitted	thanks	button	for	you	if	anybody	has	an	idea	better	than	Zacki06	's	idea,	tell	me	please,	if	not	"hit	the	thanks	button	for	Zacki06"	if	you
like	I'll	choose	the	best	one.	Edit:	hit	thanks	button	for	Zacki06	not	me	Last	edited:	Apr	9,	2012	Reactions:	Gabenoid	and	nepotu	Page	26	Is	version	7.29	out	yet?	Just	wondering	Sent	from	my	Droid	using	Tapatalk	2	Beta-6	Something	like	that	(from	Root	Explorer)	Gesendet	von	meinem	GT-I9100	mit	Tapatalk	what	ever	u	do	just	don't	change	the	miui
looks	of	it!	Sent	from	my	MB526	using	xda	premium	Ok,	approved!	But	for	the	version	2.3.7.30	Im	going	ready	to	publish	v...29	Gonna	give	it	a	try	right	away	Only	one	thing.	On	my	Tab	P2601	the	root	part	is	not	working.	But	on	the	other	hand,	Titanium	Backup	is...strange	:/	Sent	from	my	HTC	Vision	using	xda	premium	Gonna	give	it	a	try	right	away
Only	one	thing.	On	my	Tab	P2601	the	root	part	is	not	working.	But	on	the	other	hand,	Titanium	Backup	is...strange	:/	Sent	from	my	HTC	Vision	using	xda	premium	I	know,	root	part	is	the	HELL,	don't	go	there	I'm	really	sorry	for	users	who	had	to	install	ROM	again	that's	why	I'm	afraid	to	publish	on	other	places	(but	I	see	the	app	anywhere)	the	root
part	is	awesome	now,	I	think,	maybe,	you	all	tell	me	...	Reactions:	Deleted	member	5781780	On	the	Tab	there	is	still	Stock	3.2	and	rooting	there	is	just	flashing	a	"root.zip"	via	recovery.	A	bit	strange	to	me	but	most	things	work,	just	not	all	of	them.	And	on	any	other	device	tested	it	runs	just	fine	with	root	access.	Sent	from	my	HTC	Vision	using	xda
premium	On	the	Tab	there	is	still	Stock	3.2	and	rooting	there	is	just	flashing	a	"root.zip"	via	recovery.	A	bit	strange	to	me	but	most	things	work,	just	not	all	of	them.	And	on	any	other	device	tested	it	runs	just	fine	with	root	access.	Sent	from	my	HTC	Vision	using	xda	premium	I	know,	but	there	is	a	tiny	bug	and	dangerous,	I'm	happy	for	what	you	said
Reactions:	Deleted	member	5781780	What	exactly	do	you	mean	by	saying	"dangerous"?	Sent	from	my	HTC	Vision	using	xda	premium	Good	one	Sent	from	my	HTC	Vision	using	xda	premium	Awesome	Just	instaled	new	version	and	your	work	is	amazing.	Thank	you	a	lot.	I	have	a	bug	with	v29.	If	I	want	to	go	to	internal,	it	says	no	files.	Worked	great
with	v28.	I	try	to	unistall	it	and	reinstall	but	it	doesn't	work.	Great	update!	!	Swype	is	working	very	well.	Only	thing	I	miss	now	is	a	menu	on	the	browse	tab.	And	also	this:	We	can't	insert	Unicode	characters	in	the	translation	page	/u0020	also	doesn't	work.	This	pic	is	in	German	but	is	also	in	Dutch.	(didn't	check	other	translations)	Changed	it	to
German	to	let	you	see	that	the	lowest	strings	don't	change,	even	when	I	force	close	the	app	a	few	times.	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	XDA	I	like	thie	App,	but	the	ftp	server	function	can	not	upload	files	to	phone,	only	can	read	files	on	it,have	no	write	permision,if	can	upload	files	from	PC	to	Phone,It	will	be	perfect!	Last	edited:	Apr	10,	2012	Great
update!	!	Swype	is	working	very	well.	Only	thing	I	miss	now	is	a	menu	on	the	browse	tab.	And	also	this:	We	can't	insert	Unicode	characters	in	the	translation	page	/u0020	also	doesn't	work.	This	pic	is	in	German	but	is	also	in	Dutch.	(didn't	check	other	translations)	Changed	it	to	German	to	let	you	see	that	the	lowest	strings	don't	change,	even	when	I
force	close	the	app	a	few	times.	Sent	from	my	MB525	using	XDA	sorry	my	friend,	I	had	no	time,	I	fix	it	now	Reactions:	Deleted	member	5781780
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